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Special Edition

THE

NEWS

Sunday August 26,1984

Regents' rules
limit incoming
B.G. freshmen
This year's freshman class is
being hailed as an improvement
over last year's by the Un'versity Admissions office according
to Daniel Shelley, associate director of Admissions.
More applications were received by prospective freshmen
this year than in the past five
years, he said.
"The Admissions office is optimistic about the number and
quality of this year's freshmen,
a definite improvement over
last year," he said.
But due to overcrowding in the
past, the number accepted to
attend the University was purposely limited.
The number also reflects admission requirements by the
Ohio Board of Regents, which
requests the University maintain an enrollment ceiling of 15,000 students, Shelley said! In the
past, the University has exceeded this quota by admitting

more students than the requirement allowed, he added.
Because freshman enrollment
was not completed until Friday,
Shelley said Admissions does
not have an exact profile of the
class. He estimated the freshman class to be about 3,050 students.
WITH A 40:60 ratio of men to
women, 93 percent of the incoming freshmen are Ohio residents,
Shelley said.
As in previous years, many
freshmen have decided upon a
college prior to arrival on campus, he said. About 31 percent
are registered in the College of
Business Administration; 30
percent in the College of Arts
and Sciences; 12 percent in the
College of Education; 12percent
in the College of Health and
Community Services j 10 percent
in University Division; and 3
percent in the College of Musical
Arts.
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Family effort
No one said sending a child to school was easy. Mr. and Mrs. John
Anitas brought their sons to help move Iheir daughter, Mary, Inlo

Chapman Hall last Wednesday but ended up putting in some manual
labor themselves.

Tradition, changes highlight BGSCTs history
by Patricia Rltter
assistant monoging eOitor

The freshman class of 1910
was unique.
Besides being a class of nearly
all women education majors, it
was the first class ever at Bowling Green State Normal College.
In 1910, two normal (teaching)
schools were founded at Kent
and Bowling Green. The present
site of the University was selected because of its location
and "wholesome" atmosphere perfect for young ladies of the
1910s and 1920s to receive training for teaching careers. Part of
that wholesomeness stemmed
from the city's prohibition of
alcohol.
In September 1914. the school
officially opened its doors. Early
plans called for the construction
of three buildings, still standing
today.
An administration building,
now University Hall, housed an
auditorium, gymnasium, 25
classrooms, laboratories and
the library.

A science building (Moseley
Hall) housed science and agricultural courses.
A women's dormitory named
after Dr. Homer Williams, the
first president of the school, was
constructed.
Williams guided the founding
and expansion of the school until
his retirement in 1939.
During the early years of the
school, there was no tuition and
the only academic costs were for
lab materials. In contrast to
today's educational expenses,
one of the earliest student catalogs estimated annual expenses
at $200.
Besides the physical structures, campus traditions were
formed during those early
years. By order of the state
legistlature in 1929, the Normal
College became Bowling Green
State University.
As the University approached
the 1920s and 1930s, enrollment
nearly doubled from the 158 students who entered the school in
1914. A men's physical education
building, a library (McFall Cen-

ter) and a second women's dormitory (Shatzel Hall) were
constructed.
The University's first intercollegiate football team, the Normals, was established in the
1920s. During the next decade,
athletic teams were renamed
the Falcons.
Until 1936, freshman women
were to be in by 8 pjn. on
weeknights and riding in horseless carriages was permitted
only during the day or In chaperoned parties of four or more. .
As time went on, greater curriculum variety was offered and
a four-year College of Business
Administration degree was established. The state legislature
also authorized the University to
create a master's degree proram. 25 years after the school's
In 1939, Williams retired as
University president and was
replaced by Dr. Roy Offenhauer. Four months after his
appointment, Offenhauer was
killed in an automobile accident,
and Williams again sat behind

the president's desk. He was
succeeded by Dr. Frank Prout.
Shortly after Prout's appointment, the nation plunged into
World War II and enrollment
figures at the University declined for the first time in its
history, reflecting the loss of
male students. Only a total of
about 1,500 students attended
the University between 1939 and
1944.

of freedom of expression in the
BG News, restricted use of automobiles, faculty domination of
the Student Senate and strict
rules on alcohol.
While students considered
their efforts successful, they
may have been the reason for
McDonald's resignation in 1951.
He was replaced by Dr. Ralph
Harshman that year.
Dr. William Jerome took over
the president's position in 1963.
The 1950s, under Dr. Ralph The 1960s were trying times at
McDonald, was a period of ex- many of the state's universities
pansion and construction at the and Bowling Green was no exception with the isolation of the
University.
In 1955, both Prout Hall and students both from the faculty
Rodgers Quadrangle were com- and tradition.
pleted. Founders Quadrangle
was built two years later; ConkBefore his retirement in 1970,
lin Hall was built in 1960 and Jerome was credited with the
McDonald Quadrangle was fi- construction of the Math Science
nished in 1962.
building, Jerome Library and
Along with the growth of the the Education building.
student population came diverDr. Hollis Moore replaced Jesity. Creating of new traditions rome in 1970.
was not totally abandoned as
Under Moore's administrawas evidenced by the creation of tion, the campus witnessed
Freddie Falcon.
many physical changes. The
The first student riot at the Math Science building, the BusiUniversity was in 1949. Reasons ness Administration building,
for the disturbances were a lack Offenhauer Towers, the Recre-

ation Center and the Moore Musical Arts Center were all
constructed during the 1970s.
Moore's term as University
president ended when he died in
1981. Michael Ferrari served as
interim president until Paul Olscamp took the position in Jury
1982.
*
Students returning to the University in 1982 were forced to get
used to a new academic calendar following the conversion
from quarters to semesters. The
change involved having two semesters consisting of 15 weeks
instead of three 10-week quarters.
The athletic teams at the University were hailed for their
performances during the 1982-83
school year. They were MidAmerican Conference chamEions in football, basketball and
ockey, a first for the school.
In May 1983, a class of 2,428 the largest ever - was graduated
from the University.
Next year, the University will
mark its growth and progress
with its 75th anniversary celebration.

$7.2 million structure open for classes

New planetarium in Physical Science building
by Patricia Ritter
ossistanl managing editor

Star trek
Dale Smith, planetarium director and assistant professor of
physics and astronomy, is at the controlboard of the planetarium.
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the newest building on campus, which opened In the spring.

Students majoring in sciencerelated fields have something to
look forward to when they return to the University this semester.
The new $7.2 million Physical
Sciences Laboratory, completed
in April, will provide a sate, upto-date and clean environment
for training students, according
to Dr. Douglas Neckers, chairman of the University's chemistry department.
The new facilities, including
18 research laboratories, nine
rooms for non-portable scientific instruments, a planetarium
and a roof-top observatory, were
used extensively by undergraduate students this summer
working on a one-to-one basis
with faculty members on special
projects, Neckers said.
The five-story building, which
will be used primarily by the
chemistry department and aids
industrial research for physics
and astronomy, was part of a
campus development plan begun in 1960.
Neckers said when it was the
chemistry department's chance
for a new building in 1970, colX enrollment began to de. This caused a decrease in
available funds, delaying the
plans for the building.
HOWEVER, IN 1976. a definite need for a new laboratory
was acknowleged by Dr. Hollis

Moore, then University president, Neckers said.
"I had taken him (Moore) on a
tour of Overman Hall, where the
chemistry labs were and still
are located, and all he could say
was we really need a new building/' he said.
The facilities Moore saw still
stand today.
Neckers described Overman
Hall as unsafe, dirty and ugly
with only one laboratory meeting comtemporary chemistry
standards.
Because one of many attempts
to obtain proper funding for construction costs was finally successful, the newest addition to
the University will solve the
safety and image problems,
Neckers said.
"This is a building students
and teachers can be proud of,"
he added.
Dr. Dale Smith, director of the
planetarium, said the public will
also have use of the facilities,
mainly the planetarium, during
the upcoming semester.
IN SEPTEMBER, the program "All Stytems Go!" will be
presented in the planetarium,
Smith said. The show, incorporating slides, visual effects, stereophonic music and narration
with the planetarium's state-ofthe-art projection system, will
celebrate the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) 2s years of space exploration.
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—editorial- Roommates: A twisted tale
coiiege life can be
tough adjustment
College Life.
Those words take on a new meaning when you're
finally here. There is a distinct difference between
sitting among your high school friends talking about
how great college will be, and watching your parents
walk down that long narrow hallway in your dorm,
leaving you behind.
That can be a very unsettling experience - one you're
not likely to forget. You begin to wonder if you'll fit in
with the dorm crowd. How will the guys or girls on
your floor perceive you?
There are two words of advice that have probably
been repeated throughout history that you should and
ultimately will heed. Get involved.
You are one of more than 15,000 students at this
University, and if you don't get involved nobody is
going to miss you. You have to take the first step.
There are a vast number of groups and organizations
here aimed specificly at giving students like yourself
an outlet from study and a place to make friends.
College can be grueling, and for some it will be. But,
it doesn't have to mean sticking your nose in a book for
days on end, though sometimes you will.
Try to remember, also, that your opinion on what
goes on in your new surroundings matters to a great
many people.
This is your University, and if you feel a decision
effecting you has been made in error don't be afraid to
tell soemone about it.
Student organizations like Undergraduate Student
Government or the BG News can be your key to the
University's administration. Don't be afraid to call
upon us if you have a problem.
You are now undertaking a change in your life like
no other before. How you perform in this setting will
probably dictate the path your life will follow. Never
forget you are a student, but never forget you are a
person.

There he goes again
freeing those worms
by Art Buchwald
Just before going off to Texas,
the President signed one of his
favorite bits of legislation, the
one permitting students to use
Cublic schools after hours to
aid prayer meetings and other
religious activities.
The President was so excited
to have such a law that he failed
to read the small print in the bill.
Any student organization can
use the classrooms, when school
is not in session, for extracurricular activities, religious or
otherwise, without interference
from the school board.
What started out as a victory
for conservative prayer-inschool organizations has now
become a can of worms for
school officials.
Students have already lined
up at the Gary Slaughter High
School to book their rooms for
the fall term.
The first one to apply for
Sace after school was Timothy
iggins, president of the
Friends of Jerry Falwell Bible
Study Class.
The principal, now backed by
the federal law, said, "You can
have Boom 167 from 3 to 6 every
Thursday, Timothy."
"God bless you, sir."
"And God bless you, Timothy."
The, next one to apply was
Elvis Gregory, who said he represented the Disciples of Reverend Moon.
The principal became flustered, '^re you going to use our
classroom for prayers?"
"I don't have to tell you what
we're using the classroom for."
"All right, you can have Boom
234, but no collecting money in
the hall."
"The Beverend Moon blesses
you."
"Get out of here."
The third student to apply was
Marian Beechnut.
"My group would like a classroom after school."

The principal smiled. Marian
was an outstanding student. "Of
course. What group are you representing?"
"The Daughters of American
Atheists," Marian replied.
"There is no God and the sooner
the students learn it, the better
off they will be."
"You're not going to use my
classroom to preach atheism! '
the principal shouted. "What
kind of public school do you
think this is?"
"Before you say no, I should
warn you our lawyer is prepared
to take you to court to see we get
our room."
"You can have Lecture Hall B
in the basement next to the
boiler."
"It's pretty hot down there."
"So is hell and you people
might as well get used to it.'
The principal knew he was in
trouble when a student known as
"Fidel the Fearless," dressed in
Army fatigues, came in. "Buenos dias," Fidel said. "I would
like headquarters for my cell."
"What cell?"
"The First of May Teenagers
for a Marxist Revolution, Cadre
189."
"I can't give a classroom to a
Communist front organization."
"We're not a Communist front
organization. We're Communists. We'd like a big classroom,
as we expect to recruit from the
down-trodden and persecuted
students who have been corrupted by your American school
system.''
At the end of the day, the
principal called the school board
president.
"This place is a madhouse.
I've had to give classroooms to
atheists, Communists, Hell's
Angels, Sons of the Ku Klux
Klan and the Americans for
Cheaper Marijuana Qub. Do I
have to go along with all this?"
"We have no choice. It's the
only way Reagan could get
prayer back in schools."
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By Mary Jo McVay

I was living with, had just gotten
back from a seven-week sojourn

like many freshmen, I was
excited to start college. It was
my first opportunity to get out
from under my parents' supervision and live my own life. I had
visions of 4.0s, cute guys for lab
partners and high hopes for
post-graduation employment.
But then came Dormitory
Life.

in Europe and hadn't registered
for classes. We drove up from
Findlay the Friday before
classes began to register Gena
and move to get first dibs on
beds, closets and desks.
However, since we lived so
close we decided to spend our
last weekend at home and come
back up Sunday afternoon.

I was lucky enough to be assigned a room in Founders Quad
- at that time Founders was a
women's hall nicknamed the
"Virgin Vault."

Sunday came and we got to
meet the three strangers Residence Life had deemed our
"friends" for the next nine
months.

Gena, a friend from home who

The girls seemed OK and we

USG President asks for
student involvement
On behalf of the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG), I
would like to welcome all new
and returning students to BGSU.
I am sure by now all of you are
overwhelmed by the vast opportunities which this campus has
to offer. College can be the best
time of your fife, but you must
decide what you want to do with
that time here.
There are numerous clubs and
organizations, intramural
sports and academic activities
in which you can be involved in.
But most importantly, remember that we are students first!
USG is here to serve you as the
student governing body at
BGSU. Throughout the year, we
will be solving many problems
that directly concern you. Each

student on this campus has a
voice in what happens here.
Feel free to speak up.
There are also many ways
that you can become involved in
USG. Vou can serve on various
University committees, help
with elections and voter registration or even become an
elected representative in the
general assemble.
All of our meetings will be well
advertised so I hope to see you
there to make your voice heard.
If you have a concern or want to
get involved in USG, feel free to
contact me at 372-0324.
USG is ready to serve you!
Bob Wade
President
Undergraduate Student Government

got along well (for the time
being.)
Two of them had requested to
live together and Wanted to
move at the soonest possible
opportunity "so we can be closer
to the guys," they said. As it
turned out, they got their wish.

These two "friends-roommates" - I'll call them Chrissy
and Lola (names have been
changed to protect the guilty) decided to go to a party on
ground floor Harmon on opening
night.
The three of us- left, party
animals that we were, decided
to go to bed.
To continue the story, we were
sleeping soundly when our door
opened about 12:30 a.m.. four
people carried something in and
dumped it on the floor like a
sack of potatoes.
Since I wear glasses and obviously don't sleep in them, I
couldn't tell what ft was ... until suddenly "it" moaned.
My darling roommate Lola
had drunk an entire bottle of
rum on an empty stomach and
passed out. Her friends" (that
term is used loosely) had
brought her home unconscious
and left her on the floor to suffer
alone.
She certainly got no sympathy
from me, but Bernadette, the
fifth person in this soap-like
saga, decided to get her a plastic
bag so she wouldn't throw up on
our floor.
I was just starting to doze-off
again when the phone rang and I
had to answer it. By now, it was
about 1 a.m. The guys on the
phone wanted to speak with
"I'm sorry," I said. "She's
passed out and can't come to the

phone right now. Can I give her
a message?"

"Just tell her 'John' and
'Adam' called and we can't wait
to tell her what she did at the
party." Click.
I was beginning to have my
doubts about my two new roommates.
About a half hour later, Lola
got another phone call with a
similar message and I started to
get curious about this party and
exactly what had happened.
Sometime between 1:30 and 2
a.m., with three of us back in a
sound sleep and Lola lying on
the floor having dry heaves, we
were awakened by the entrance
of nine or 10 strangers and Chrissy, the other roommate and
Lola's party compatriate.
As if that wasn't bad enough,
they turned on every single light
in the room, closets included. I
figured their eyes were dilated
enough from alcohol that they
would take in more light.
I was extremely impressed
with their consideration for us.
They even came over and talked
to Gena and me. One girl wanted
to know if we had had a good
time that night.
Gena - being even less of a
party
animal than I - said
r
Sure.'
We had stayed in the room all
night.
The girl asked if we had partied and smoked some pot.
Gena said 'Sure.'
Gena had never taken a drink
of anything even slightly alcoholic, much less smoked pot.
I was glad Gena was taking it
so lightly because I was furious.
The wonderful first impression
these two roomies had left on me
has certainly been a lasting one.
Mary Jo McVay is news editor
for the BG News and a Senior
news editorial major from Findlay, Ohio.

Ferraro deserves the baking
by George Will
One recipe recently submitted for a Democratic "cookbook" was for "Chocolate
Meese":
"Take a Cabinet full of bad
eggs, $15,000 worth of stock
(source undisclosed, of course probably fowl), and a generous
pinch of greed. Combine ingredients in a heavily mortgaged
house in California and shake

until money falls out of the trees.
Quickly fold in six cream-puff
Sovernment jobs and transfer to
'ashington pressure cooker."
The author? Geraldine Ferraro.
Compared with her disclosure forms, Meese's are of encyclopedic detail and accuracy. A
typical Meese crime against
civic hygiene was a failure to list
on one form a $15,000 loan listed

Reagan joke leaves
few people laughing
by Michael P. Towle
"Ah, excuse me, Mr. President, but we need a voice check.
Can you count to ten."
"Oh, certainly. 10,9,«, 7,4, er,
2, er... would it be alright if I
just told a joke or something.
"... My fellow Americans. I
have just signed legislation outlawing the Soviet Union, we'll
begin bombing in five minutes.
Ha, how do you like that one."
"Gee, Mr. President, you're a
real funny guy."
"Thanks. Say, any of you guys
know how many Russians it
takes to screw in a light bulb?
Ha, this is great. None, they
don't have electricity!"
"Ah...Mr. President ... that's all we need right
now, thank you."
"Hey, wait a minute, I just
thought of another really great
one Nancy was telling me the
other night.
"Have you beard about the
new Soviet game show Bowling
for Meat"
"Say that's good, Mr. President, we're almost ready to start
now."
"Hell, those idiots can wait.
"Have you heard about the
Soviet Express Card?"
"No, Mr. President."
"Its motto is 'Don't Leave
Home.' Ha, is that great or
what, don't leave home. I wonder if I told that to George yet or
not."
"Probably, we have to go on
the air now.*'
"No, watt I've got a couple
more.

"How about that new slogan
for the KGB. 'You want it you
gotlt, hard labor.' "
"That's kinda dumb, Mr.
President."
"Did you ever hear about the
time Constantin Chernenko
asked Andrei Gromyko how he
could improve his sex life?"
"Andrei says 'Well, Connie,
just sing to her before you have
at it.^
"So that night Connie turns
out the lights, and begins to sing,
but all of a sudden his wife says
'Andrei, is that you?' "
"Ha, ha, ha is that great or
what.
"Can I tell another one?"
We can't, Mr. President."
"What do you mean we can't.
I'm paying for this microphone!
"Did you hear about the Bussian with AIDS."
"No sir."
"Of course not, get it? You
never hear about anything over
there.
"What's thin, pale and fading
away?"
"I give up, Mr. President."
"Andrei Sakharov.
"You know we do have some
things in common with the SovietUnion.
"For instance, in our country
people can call me Bonzo all
they want.
'*Well in their country people
can call me Bonzo all they want.
"Hey wait a minute, don't
laugh, that's not funny.
"Is that on tape? Dammit,
turn off this microphone. I'm
paying for it!"
"I hope so, Mr. President"
Michael D. Towle Is editorial
editor for the BG News and a
Senior news editorial major
from Sylvania. Ohio.

on another form. Such sums are
petty cash in the Ferraro household, where family members
lent her 1978 campaign more
than $100,000. That was illegal,
but I say charity begins at home
and, besides, Democrats candidly champion "family values."

Voyeurism can cloak itself in
the respectability, such as it is,
of journalism. There is a public
desire to know everything about
famous people, everything from
their breakfast cereal to their
bank account. But the public's
"right to know" is contingent on
a need to know, which is not
encompassing.

One reason Meese has some
financial shambles is that he has
neglected to acquire much
money. He is a rarity - a Bepublican not much interested in the
stuff. Democrats present Ferraro as an embodiment of Mario
Cuomo's Ellis Island hymn to
immigrants. The hideous truth
is that she is - yes, this is a four
letter word, but let the
mudslinging begin - rich.

It is said that voters need,
and hence have a right, to know
everything about public persons
because everything is a clue to
character. Many Americans
concluded that Presidents Johnson and Nixon had private tor-,
ments that manifested
themselves in public policy. And
there is truth in the notion that
Bresidential character is naonal destiny. But concern
The disclosure and campaign about "character," its manifesfinancing rules she has broken - tations and influences on it, is
most of them enacted by people not an unlimited license to root
of her bent -are silly. They in- around in the lives of public
vade privacy, unreasonably re- people.
Suppose Ferraro's husband's
strict the free political use of
Eersonal resources and institu- business practices are (at least
onalize the innuendo that pub- to Democrats who share Ferralic officials are unsleepingly ro's liberalism) distressingly
eager to bend public policy for sharp. Suppose his tax payprivate gain. But there they are ments are the small sort that his
- rules. And Ferraro, more helpmeet says, regarding other
eager to be seen these days as a persons, are unfair. So what? If
prosecutor than a liberal, loves she is competent to safeguard
the nation's currency and superrules.
intend the nation's military, miIn her acceptance speech she nor hypocrisies are too minor to
said, "The rules say everyone in matter.
Republicans crave symmeour society should contribute
their fair share." And people try - the same journalistic feroclike Ferraro are not bashful ity regarding Ferraro's finances
about judging what is fair. The as was shown regarding Meese's
reluctance to release her hus- Korean cuff links. Republicans
band's tax returns may mean he are itching for balancing persecutions of Ferraro. But nothing
has not paid much in taxes.
gets balanced by such pursuit of
Second-tier partnerships,
retributions. Public life bebutterfly spreads -welcome to comes more unbalanced.
It is marvelous to see Repubthe wonderful world of tax laws
which reward, and hence pro- licans try to keep straight faces
duce, persons nimble at the art while saying they are lathered
of tax avoidance. Mondale is a up about Ferraro's disclosure
big boy and a former member of forms because they are worried
the Senate Finance Committee. about conflicts of interest. ReHe should know that a real es- garding her husband's tax
tate operator is apt to have tax Forms, it is wonderful to hear
returns that are. er, creative - conservatives, who are not
thanks in part to laws written by known for despising legal reductions of tax liabilities, wonder if
the finance committee.
her husband overdid it. If he did.
In his acceptance speech, he had a little help from a friend
Mondale said: 'To the corpora- - Ronald Reagan - who in 1961
tions and freeloaders who play enlarged tax breaks affecting
the loopholes or pay no taxes, real estate transactions.
my message is: Your free ride is
It is time for a freeze. Repubover." Oops. Well, if Ferraro's licans and Democrats should
husband's tax returns cramp the negotiate a mutual and verifiaMondale-Ferraro rhetorical ble freeze on the production and
style, good. People who rely on deployment of sactimony and
populist demogoguery deserve hypocrisy.
to be embarrassed. But what
has all this to do with Ferraro's George Will is a columnist for
fitness for national leadership? the Washington Post Writers
Group.
Precious little.
I
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Food services offer students variety
While living on-campus, eating in the same cafeteria day
after day may become routine.
But the food coupon system at
the University allows students to
eat at a number of different
restaurants.
"We emphasize variety. All
the restaurants and snack bars
are different from menus to
decor." said Mona Pugh, director of Residence Dining Services.
Every residence hall also has
its own snack bar, she added.
For grilled items like hamburgers, cheeseburgers or hotdogs, the Mid-American Room
and the Amani, the oldest establishments on campus, are the
places to go. Soda items also are
available at both snack bars.
The Mid-Am Room is located
in the basement of Harshman
Quadrangle and is open 6 p.m. to
midnight Sunday through Thursday beginning today. The Amani
is in the Commons and is open 6
p.m. to midnight every day beginning today.
The Garden Terrace Deli and
Soda Shop in McDonald Quadrangle features sundaes and
subs. A variety of meats and
cheeses are sold by the ounce
allowing students to "Build
Your Own Bagle." Sundaes, parfaits, sodas and other ice cream
treats are offered for dessert.
THE DELI is open from 11
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 11
p.m. Sunday through Thursday
and 4 to 6:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday beginning Sept.
10.

The Truckstop, located in the
Commons cafeteria, offers full
meals with larger-than-usual
portions. Hours are 4 to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
starting Wednesday.
The University Union houses a
number of eateries but meal
coupons are accepted only after
6 p.m..
The Pheasant Room, second
floor of the Union, offers fresh
vegetables and fruits, poultry
and seafood dishes.
Hours are 11:30 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday and noon to 2
p.m. Sunday beginning Monday.
The Bowl-n-Greenery is a soup
and salad bar on the first floor of
the Union. From 11 a.m. to 2
p.m., you get all you can eat for
$3.50 (cash only). Coupons are
accepted from 4 to 8 p.m. and
the cost is $4. It is open Monday
through Friday beginning Monday.
HAMBURGERS, HOTDOGS,
fish and chicken sandwiches are
some of the grill items prepared
at the Falcon's Nest. Effective
Monday, the hours are 7 a.m. to
11 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.
Coupons are accepted after 6
p.m.
Also in the Falcons Nest are
the Soda Shop and the Bakery.
The Soda Shop is open 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. Monday through Friday
beginning Sept. 9.
Zzas in Founders Quadrangle
specializes in deepdish pizza.
Also available are subs, sandwiches and soda fountain items

Hff • THE HUTCH PET SHOP
WELCOMES STUDENTS BACK

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIALS
* 13 GAL Set-up (intludes everything) $69.99 with this ad
* 2 for 1 Sal* on Assorted Tropical Fish

Watch for our Grand Opening
Starting September 8. Student discounts on almost everything in
the store (bring school I.D.). I I
Mil VI

including 29 flavors of milkshakes and malts. It is opened
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday beginning
For Cincinnati-style chili, try
Chily's in Kreischer QuadranS. The restaurant also serves
dogs, sandwiches and ice
cream treats. This year-old eatery operates from 6:30 p.m. to
11:30 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday starting Sept. 5.
If you want a break from lines
and fast foods, or if you want to
treat a special friend to an elegant dinner, the Towers Inn in
McDonald Quadrangle features
steak, crab and other exotic
fare. The Towers is open from
4:15 to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday beginning Sept. 5.
Berries in Harshman Quadrangle is another sit-down waiter/waitress-served restaurant.
The menu is complete with appetizers, salads, entrees, beverages and desserts.
APPETIZERS INCLUDE nachos, potato skins and vegetables with dip. Skewered steak,
roast beef on a croissant, quiche
and fish are some of the entrees
offered. Desserts include carmel apple fondu, Riviera Cheesecake, Dessert Continental and
TheGooper.
It is open 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
offering floats, shakes and other
ice cream items. The Bakery
hours are 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday for donuts
and cookies.

Name

Location

Hours

Featured

Mid-Am

Harshman

Amani Rm.

Commons

Garden
Terrace
Deli
Zzas

McDonald

612 pm
Sun.-Thur.
6-12 pm
Sun.-Thurs.
11 am-5:30 pm
& 6:30-11 pm
Sun.-Thurs.
7:30-11:30 pm
Sun.-Thurs.

Chily's

Kreischer

6:30-11:30pm
Tues.-Sat.

Tours Inn

McDonald

Berries

Harshman

4-6 pm
Mon.-Fri.
11:30-1:30 pm
Mon.-Fri.

Pheasant Rm.

Union

grilled items &
snack foods
grilled items &
snack foods
deli meat & cheese.
sandwiches, sundaes,
parfaits & sodas
deep-dish pizza, subs,
sandwiches, milkshakes
sundaes
Cincinnati-style chili,
hot dogs, sandwiches,
ice cream & desserts
steaks, seafood, Italian
dishes, salad bar
nachos, potato skins,
fish, croissant sandwiches, quiche,
& desserts
vegetables, fruits, salad
bar, poultry & seafood
dishes
soup & salad bar

Founders

,

11 am-1:30 pm
& 4-6pm, T-R
12-2 pm, Sun.
11 am-2 pm &
4-6 pm, M-F
7 am-11 pm
Mon.-Fri.

Bowl-nGreenery
Falcon's Nest

Union

Bakery

Union

Union

7 am-2 pm
Mon.-Fri.

Soda Shoppe

Union

WELCOME STUDENTS
"Get Acquainted Special"
$i OFF any one bill of $3 or more
when accompanied with this ad.
(Doesn't include specials)
Good any day 8am. - 2pm.
Th
* CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E. Wooster St.
Ph. 352-6332
offer expires 9/16/84

11 am-11 pm
Mon.-Fri.

hamburgers, hot dogs,
fish & chicken
sandwiches
fresh donuts, cookies,
brownies, muffins
& cakes
sundaes, shakes, cones,
& floats

FREE

1

BGSU Iron-On Transfer

„ \

($2.00 value)
with the purchase of any
Hooded Sweatshirt or
T-Shirt

FALCON HOUSE

>

"Your running & sportswear headquarters in B.G."
MOE.WoosterBowlingGreen
Ph.35W610
one coupon per purchase - no other discount applies
Expires Sept. 29,1964

winner of the 1984 Ivy Award for excellence in Food service'

WELCOMES YOU BACK !
Join us at one of our award winning facilities:

aman\
Commons
Sun-Sat 6 p.m.-midnight
Opens August 26

McDonald
Sun-Thurs
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and 6:30-11 p.m. ,
Opens September 9

GARDE,
TERRACE

Commons
Mon-Thurs 4-6 p.m.
Opens August 29

f*Em

>•

rrles
Harshman
Lunch M-F 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Dinner M-F 4-6:30 p.m.
Opens September 10

mid-am

Harshman
un-Thurs 6 p.m.-Midnight
Opens August 26
room

Founders
Sun-Thurs 7:30-11:30 p.m.
Opens September 9
■ coupont

/Bffl

Kreischer
Tues-Sat 6:30-11:30 p.m.
Opens September 5
Commons •

Founders

McDonald
M-F 4:15-6 p.m.
Opens September 5

The Dining Halls
• Harshman •

Regular Hours: Mon - Fri

Kreischer • McDonald

Breakfast: 7 - 10:30 a.m.
Lunch: 10:30 a.m. ■ 2 p.m.
Dinner: 4-6:15 p.m.
Sat & Sun Brunch: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dinner: 4 - 6 p.m.

Good for 1 FREE regular soft drink
with a 1.00 purchase
at any of the above
facilities,
excluding the dining halls.
Expires Sept. 11,1984
■■■■——coupon ■————M

>

A
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Plan is payment option
by Mary Jo McVay
news editor

One University program may
mean the difference between
going to college and not going to
college for some students.
That program is the installment payment plan implemented by the Bursar's office at
the beginning of the 1963-84
school year.
The ijlan is set up similar to a
loan. There is a small application fee and the total Dill is
divided into four equal payments.
The plan covers all or any
combination of room, meal, general fee, instructional fee and
non-resident payments, said Joe
Martini, bursar.
Any miscellaneous bills such
as lab fees or Health Center
expenses, cannot be paid on the
installment payment plan.

3GJj dice's
L

He said the idea behind the
program is "to provide another
payment option for students."
This is especially helpful since
bills are larger on a semeseter
system rather than a quarter
system, he added.
Several schools in Ohio have
some sort of installment plan,
Martini said. And all the schools
on semesters in the state have
such a program because of the
larger, less frequent payments.
WHEN FIGURING the total to
be considered for the plan,
scholarships and grants are
taken into account, Martini said.
Martini said the program has
been very successful. Last year,
3,000 students participated in the
fall and 3,500 in the spring.
There are 3,000 taking advantage of the plan again this fall
and Martini expects about the
same number this coming

spring as applied last spring.
He said there have been very
few problems. The number of
past-due accounts is near that on
a bulk-payment plan. One difference he noted is the accounts
that do become delinquent have
a smaller amount outstanding
than with the previous plan. The
fourth in the series of payments
is usually the most difficult to
pay, he added.
Students whose accounts have
an outstanding balance are not
permitted to begin classes the
next semester until the balance
is paid.
Another problem is the installment payment plan complicates the student's bill
somewhat, Martini said. Any
additional expenses appearing
on the bill are not included in the
plan and must be paid when they
come due.

When QUALITY and QUICKNESS are IMPORTANT a.
BG's OLDEST One Stop Printer!

People to write
While a student of Bowling Green State University, the
means to voice your opinion still exists. Although some
of your representation may change, U.S. senators and
Bowling Green City Council members still are available
to respond to grievances.
U.S. Senator
John Glenn
200 N. High St., Room 600
Columbus, OH 43215

Ohio Representative
Robert Brown
503 W. Front St.
Perrysburg, OH 43551

U.S. Senator
Howard Metzenbaum
1240 E. 9th St.
Cleveland, OH 44199

Bawling Green Mayor
Bruce Bellard
304 N. Church St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

U.S Representative
DelberfLatta
2309 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C.,20515

Bowling Green City
Council Members
304 N. Church St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Ohio Senator
Paul Gillmor
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus, OH 43215

John Quinn - at-large
Joyce Kepke - at-large
Edward Miller - at-large
Alan Mayberry - Ward l
David Efeass - Ward 2
William Blair-Ward 3
William Herold-Ward 4

• Resumes • Forms • Letterheads • Rubber Stamps • Brochures •
• Wedding Stationary • Envelopes • No Job too Big or too Small'
• Bluelme Printing •

Our service* are many so give us a call.
BG's Only In-House Thermographer (Raised Print)
Fast Service on Raised Business Cards
and Formal Invitations.

HOME OF THE 5« PHOTO COPY
CAU.

niUILIV
link nfint".
inn
M
M1 " IU" " '*■"

"1 South Main St . Bowling Green. Ohio
OpenMonday Friday 9 to 5 :«)

OCO C7£»I
OOZ-D/OZ

Come Visit Us At Our
— NEW LOCATION —

FOOTS DRY CLEANERS

$100 off

ANY ORDER OVER $400
506 Pearl Street; B.G. 353-4673

Welcome
Students
Bee Gee
Bookstore
Across from Harshmanl

New & Used!
Texts
Supplies &
Backpacks &
T-Shirts
Rush Hours:
Regular Hours:
Monday-Wednesday
Monday-Friday
8:00-8:00
9:00-5:30
Saturday 9:00-5:00

M U I ku\| | ITTI.I-. hIM.s

PARTY SUPPLIES
CIGARETTES
POP-CANDY
SNACK FOODS
ICE CREAM
PAPER PRODUCTS
HEALTHS
BEAUTY AIDS

&3l^

FOR THE
COLDEST
BEER
IN TOWN
AT STATE
MINIMUM
40 Brands

405 THURSTIN
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING IN REAR

1 WELCOME
M STUDENTS
MM

to the
y^Hk "Biggest Little Store For 'HER'

-#^Wt 1
^J S 1
1 |

■ f&A^^.

featuring:
Sportswear • Dancewear • Accessories
Lingerie • Sundry Items

Jne r^owder f uff

m/MSl^z^k\

JMBtik/flPty
SWf->jn
W\JS\/d, V

5 5 Ridge Street

*

352-6225

Hours
J^^^PPV^5^Si^^.9:30-5:30

Br^NK>£^ \^^Tues-Eve-tiM 9:0°

Mastercard
Visa Welcome
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WE'RE GLAD TO SEE YOU BACK

Churchill's
Welcomes Back All BGSU
Students and Invites you to
Try the Churchill's Difference
For Yourself....
* BROAD MERCHANDISE SELECTION
* ECONOMICAL PRICES
* FRIENDLY, "BACK HOME" SERVICE

On schedule

bg news/Susan Cross

West Hall renovation seems to be following on schedule as the January completion date approaches. Chuck
Kltzler, using the carbide saw to cut radiator covers, said the sheet metal workers were about 85 percent done.
The School of Journalism. Department of Radio-Television-Film, The BG News. The Key. and both campus
radio stations, WFAL and WBGCJ, are scheduled to move into West Hall January 15, 1985.

HANKEY LUMBER IS
HERE TO SERVE YOU
*Millwork
•Hardware

•Lumber
* Art Supplies
■ gesso
- canvas

353-3221

• stretch frames

H^«W«W«WWOO«O»«WVV««VWA'/.---.-.-..

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS KtCgaZZ

&&**

JUNIOR & LADIES APPAREL
Jewelry

Accessories

HOURS:
Monday thru Friday 10-8
Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-5"

•

Wide Selection

'200 DRAWING(9-30-84)
(Eight t2f 00 Gift Ctmfitam)
NAME

mi
tmtolOnM. Ohio 4MB]
IU41M

ADDRESS

vOtWBON POfMVf A >T#rtMM

6626 Monro* St.
Sylvanio. Ohio 43560
1885 1565

116 Eott William St.
Conanl and Tho Troll'
MaumM. Ohio
1-893-4420

A FAMILY ORGANIZATION
SINCE 1917

PHONE

BACKTOQ ATT?

SCHOOL

WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER!

i3/Y LiEi

NORTHERN ISLES • SKYR • ZENA • PALMETTO

WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a unique experience in food shopping. We work to make it that way.
And, all the while, we're committed to delivering VALUE
• the best possible quality at the lowest possible price.
But you know, there's more to value than high quality
and low prices. There's variety, convenience, and service.
Efforts in all these areas combine to bring you the most
value for your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise.

Churchill's
1141S. Main St.
Bowling Green

^0*^

Open 6a.m. to 1a.m. Daily
Prices Effective Sun., Aug. 26 Thru Sun., Sept. 2,1984
K

A

.i-v.
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Link assistance can relieve college pressures
"We may doze, but we never
close" is the slogan on the door
at the Link, a crisis intervention,
information and referral center.
Open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, the Link serves Wood
County and the University.
"Nothing is too silly or ridiculous," said Bob Hepburn, executive director.

The Link is staffed by 45
trained volunteers. They must
complete 100 hours of training
and pass a series of tests before
they can become counselors.
About 25 percent of the calls
the link receives are from students. Most calls deal with
relationships, Hepburn said, and
Link counselors understand the

frustration associated with ending a relationship.
Hepburn also said new students may feel overwhelmed
with their surroundings.
"Frustrations with dealing
with college life and the whole
new-found freedom can create
stress," he added.

Questions on sex often are
answered. Counselors handle
questions ranging from homosexuality to problems with contraception.

"Around sex and health-related concerns, sometimes students won't call because they
think it is stupid," he said. ''We
won't laugh.''

But Hepburn said students
sometimes will not call about
sex situations.

RAPE CALLS are received by
the staff and, if requested, a
crisis team can meet the individual and help him or her through

the situation.
Calls also are taken on suicide. Hepburn said people in a
suicidal situation need to talk to
someone. "A lot of people think
about suicide," he added. "Most
of them are small risk, but most
are thinking about it as an option."

Campus Escort Service ensures nighttime safety
By Mike Mclntyre
slow reporter

Many people are afraid to
walk alone after dark because of
the risk of being attacked, but
the Escort Service offered at the
University ensures safety after
dark.
The Escort Service, now an

independent organization, was
formed in 1976 by the Commuter
Off Campus Organization as a
service for students who did not
want to walk across campus or
across town alone at night,
according to Jamie Ruggiero,
assistant to the director of the
Off Campus Student Center.
"The Escort Service provides

a method for students to get
across campus or town without
having to do it alone," Ruggiero
said. It is open to all students,
male or female."
The Escort Service is free for
University students. Anyone
needing the service may call the
Escort Service office.
Volunteer escorts are dis-

WELCOME STUDENTS •!
FREE
BGSU
Transfer
on any of
our
merchandise

FREE

FREE Levi

HE ADDED the safety of the
students is protected because all
escort applicants are screened

<£* jf

for guys and gals

by both campus police and Escort Service officers.
Ruggiero said volunteer drivers also are needed for the service. Cars are used when students
have a long way to go or when it
is extremely cold outside.
"We do use cars to escort
people when it is too far to walk."

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD.
G.-

BG'S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridge

teer escorts can be identified.
Ruggiero said anyone wishing
to be a volunteer escort should
stop by the Escort Service office
in the basement of Moseley Hall
and fill out an application.

billfold with
the purchase
of 2 pair
of cords

Gifts with
All Lee Reg.
Priced
Merchandise
* Buy one top or
pant and get
a frisbee
*Buy two items
and get a billfold
or a backpack
* Buy three pants
and get an
umbrella
No Rainchecks

patched to walk or drive a student where they need to go.
Hours are Monday through
Thursday dusk to midnight.
Escorts can be identified by
callers because they wear bright
orange vests while escorting students. Also, students needing an
escort are told their escort's
name when they call so volun-

352-7031
352-8333

Visit our new carryout in the back
plenty of free parking

£

HELP...

*r

..

Bacon ri Cheese Burger Sizzlin' bacon with melty American cheese.
Italian Burger Topped with a zesty Italian sauce
and Monterey Jack cheese.
Mushroom Jack Sliced mushrooms with Monterey Jack
cheese and a special ranch dressing.
Your choice, just $2.09
Only $3.78 with the World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet.

us fill this space and gain valuable experience as a volunteer in news or sports writing,
copy editing, or photography.
Come to The BG News meeting for volunteer staff members Wed., August 29,
8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre, First Floor
University Hall.

ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
1544 E. Wooster Street
^

Ptnrawps*
^
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No stiff necks in THIS marching band
Michael Smith. Paula Wethington. and Dale Keller, all freshman band members, get their necks loosened up
for Wednesday's marching practice. There are about one hundred freshman marchers this year, making the
total population of the band 237. The first show will feature not only hits such as "She works hard for
the money," and "Footloose," but also a medley of Count Bassie music.

********************************

JBtirsX Get Involved In ■■■■ *
Your Future!!! PH.

''' Serving the College
Student for
30 Years."

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

Garnet Ohns

* Register to Vote
* > Join Students for Reagan-Bush '84J

i

*
*
*
*
*

•
•
•
•

Visit the Reagan-Bush '84 Table
*
in the Student Union before Sept. 1.
J
The Great Race of 1984 is Underway! £

T-Shirts
Jackets
Shorts
Sweatshirts

A Little Bit of Everything

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

Expanding
Your
Horizons. HAIRWAYS
(Formerly Romans)

A ToMo Trultcoip B«nk

"We will take care of
all your hair needs"

Bowling Green Locations:
100 S. Main (main office-downtown)
1098 N. Main
327 S. Main
Hours:
8:30am - 4:00pm Monday thru Thursday
8:30am - 6:00pm Friday
8:30am - Noon Saturday
DRIVE-UPS OPEN:
8:30am - 7:00pm Monday thru Friday
8:30am - Noon Saturday

i>

*Mindy
*Diane
* Sherry

* Debbie
*Donna
*Judy

IT
S

Located

Stadium
Plaza
352-2107
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Center offers guidance
bv Mary Jo McVoy
newsedilor

Some students may believe
only people who are mentally ill
go to the Counseling and Career
Development Center. That is not
true, according to its director,
Roman Carek.
"Students don't have to be in a
straight jacket before they can
see somebody here," Carek
said. "It's (or the student who
feels that things are getting in
the way of their education."
He added the center does testing for departments on campus
and administers such tests as
the College Level Examination
Program test which gives students college credit by examination.
"I guess, basically, I'd have to
say we are the official counseling service for the University
students," Carek said. "We do a
lot of personal counseling. We do
a lot of career counseling."
He had two bits of advice for
freshmen: First, give yourselves a chance to get used to
college life. "You can have a lot
of fun," he said. "You can also
learn a lot by sort of balancing
socializing, class and studying.
SECOND. DO not go home a
lot on weekends, especially at

the beginning of the school year.
He explained, saying, "Those
are the times when relationships
and friendships are being established and the more a student
throws himself into what's going
on at the University, the more a
part of it he will feel."
Many concerns are handled by
the six senior staff members and
four graduate assistants at the
Counseling and Career Development Center. Among them
are roommate difficulties, career decisions, depression, family problems and loneliness.
"It's a variety ot concerns
that the students think they better straighten out," Carek said.
"Otherwise, they're going to
have trouble getting through the
University."
Also located in the center is
the Career Education Library.
Students may use this facility to
get information on jobs, careers
and majors from books and microform materials. Carek said a
tape on every major offered by
the University also is available.
On each tape, an instructor from
that department describes the
major.
HE SAID interest, personality
and values tests are sometimes

done to help students clarify
goals and make career decisions.
He stressed that the services
are free and totally confidential.
"The student doesn't have to
fear that we're going to call
rmts or anything like that,"
added. "It's totally under
their control.
"It's the same sort of
relationship they would have
with a physician or with a psychologist in the community.
Even if the president of the
University called me and said
'Is so-and-so seeing you,' I'd say
'I can't tell you.'
Some students may feel there
is a stigma associated with seeing a counselor.

Setting guidelines deters
many roommate disputes
by Sean McCoy
reporter

Almost everyone who goes
to college deals with the experience of having a roommate.
Although some people may
cringe at the idea, living with
someone can be a valuable
part of the college experience, said John Johnson, director of Conklin Hall.
"People come from different backgrounds and it is
important to begin talking
early." said Dave Rorick,
director of Kohl Hall. "Roommate disputes will finally
come to me halfway into the
year and I'll hear things like
'I never knew it bothered vou
that I used your stereo.'
There are steps a resident
can take to avoid many of the
problems, Rorick said.
One possibility is a roommate contract in which roommates establish potential
conflict areas at the beginning of the year. They can
decide things like what time

"We're here to listen to the
students." Carek said. "They
can get things off their chest. We
don't tell them what to do. We do
look at alternatives and help
them think about their life and
discover their own approaches."
Carek said it is important to
see a counselor early. "Don't
wait until you're so far mired in
things to talk with somebody,"
he added. "When you start to
feel uncomfortable - things
aren't going good - that's the
time to come in."

lights will go out, how the
room is to be used for entertaining guests and when the
stereo is to be played.
During the year, they can
keep in mind things that
bother their roommate to
avoid any conflict.
"YOU DONT have to agree
or like everything that your
roommate does, Johnson
said, "but you have to learn to
communicate your feelings
without insulting him."
Another common problem
freshmen have is learning to
manage their time, said Barbara Keller, director of Residence Life for area one.
"It's not like high school
anymore," she said. "They
don't have study halls. When
they're not in class, it's a
matter of how to utilize their
time to their best advantage."
Freshmen often have difficulty coordinating schedules
with their roommates and

PHONE
353-1045
428 E. Wooster
SHOE STORE
145 N. Main St.
Downtown Bowling Green
W///MWM

^ ■ JjjluuirrhmtBP

"Don't assume anything,"
she said. "Talk. Establish
good lines of communication,
preferably before a situation
occurs."
RORICK SAID it is important for some people to' 'learn
that it is OK to be assertive in
standing up for their rights.
It's alright to say 'Hey, it's 4
a.m. Lefs turn out the lights.'
"Confrontation doesn't
have to be bad." he added.
"Sometimes when a disagreement arises, it facilitates conversation and people
get a chance to get their feelings out in the open/"

Behind
the
Headlines

"Welcome Back
From your Campus Florist"
V

learning to share the same
room, Keller added.
She said the best way to
avoid problems is to reach an
understanding early. Discuss
habits, plan ways to accommodate them and learn to
respect each other's privacy,
property and individual idiosyncrasies.

Washington Week In Review. Paul Duke and four
top journalists cover Washington with intelligence and a rare, insider's view. They take
you to the heart of stories making national
headlines

Fridays at 8 p.m.
(Rebroadcast Sundays at 1 p.m.)

First Week Special
Mixed Bouquets
$4.25
Cash & Carry

Channel 57/27
WBGU-TV

20

annjvetsjiry
WBGU-TV

•/ita//M//masan

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

WELCOME BACK!

New and Used Textbooks

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE •COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
• CHILDREN'S BOOKS
*ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•BEST SELLERS
-FILM & DEVELOPING
PAPERBACKS
•GREETING CARDS
STUDY AIDS
•BGSG IMPRINT ITEMS
MAGAZINES
•TOILETRIES
CALCULATORS
•GIFTS

OPEN SUN. 8/26 N00N-6 p.m.
Special Opening Hours
8/27 Mon. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 8/28 Tues. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8/29 Wed. 8 a,m.-8 p.m., 8/30 Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8/31 Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 9/1 Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9/4 Tues. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.,9/10 Mon. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Master Card/Visa Accepted
Regular Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Phone: 372-2851
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying
its students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply all of your college needs.
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Obscure, but needed

'Odd' jobs performed
by Dlanna Bon s
reporter

There are many valuable
services offered by the University that are not well known, but
still needed.
Among them are the instructional media center, the music
library, the pro shop, the Student Consumer Union, the costume shop, Health Services, the
Well and the Placement Office.
The instructional media center on the second floor of the
Education building contains the
student production lab. Students
also can laminate items and
make dittos.
The music library, third floor
of Jerome Library, is another
campus resource. Reel-to-reel
or cassette tapes can be made

for educational purposes with
two working days notice. Students also may listen to tapes or
albums for their own enjoyment
but may not have things taped
for that purpose.
THE PRO SHOP in the Recreation Center rents many types of
sports equipment. VolleyDalls.
nets, baseballs, bats, gloves and
cross country ski equipment are
available.
When a costume party is on
the agenda, the costume shop, in
the basement of Moseley Hall
may be the place to go. Costumes may be rented from there
for a week for a minimal fee.
For advice about economical
shopping, or landlords' and ten-

ants' rights, the Student Consumer Union, 405 Student
Services, is available.
Psychological counseling and
testing through Counseling and
Career Development, 320 Student Services, and peer counseling through the Student
Wellness Center, second floor of
the Health Center, are available. The Well stresses whole
body health and has peer advisors to help people. It also sponsors a speakers bureau with
programs on many subjects.
When you have decided on a
career, the University Placement Office, 360 Student Services building, offers a free
booklet about resume writing
and interviewing.

University's schedule
lists important dates
Aug. 15

Open registration begins, Grand Ballroom, 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.

Aug. 27-31

Open registration, Grand Ballroom, 8 a jn. to 4:45 p.m.

Aug. 29

Fall 1984 classes begin, 7:30 a.m.

Aug.M

Pick up schedules, Community Suite, Union

Sept. 4

Open registration, Grand Ballroom, 8 ajn. to 4:45 p.m.

Sept. 7

Deadline for application for December 1984 graduation

Sept. 11

Last day to change grade option, Office of the Registrar

Sept. 18

Last day to drop, Office of the Registrar

Oct. 3-4

Orientation to advance registration for Fall semester freshmen

Oct. 8-19

440 East Court St.
FREE DELIVERY FROM

;

Advance registration for Spring 1985 classes

Oct. 30

II ML

Last day to withdraw passing, Office of Registrar

Hours: 11am8lam DAILY
E»ery Sunday 11 am - 9 pm

EAT M ONU

Nov. 25-30

Schedule changes for Spring 1985 classes, Grand Ballroom, 8 a.m. to 4:45 pjn.

SUNDAY SMORGASBORD
All You Can Eat -

For Only

And SALAD

$050

3

Fresh crisp salad with a variety ot toppings, Fresh cucumbers,
mushrooms, onions, green peppers, bacon bits, croutons, colby
cheese, eggs, and choice ot dressing.

Childrm's
Priew

Vary

WELCOME BACK
B.G. STUDENTS

A BACK TO SCHOOL

FOR ALL YOUR FOOD, SNACK AND PARTY
NEEDS-IT'S YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STERLING
FOOD STORE IN BOWLING GREEN!

RUFFLES'
POTATO
CHIPS

Instant High Speed Xerographic Duplicating
Other Services Available
-film developing
-rubber stamps
-bannergrams
•business cards
•typing service
-file-a-form
STORE HOURS
-on-demand publishing

325 E. Wooster
(Across from Taco Bell)
354-3977

STOP
WE RESERVE IHE RICH!
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

copies • bindings - passport photos

500 E. Wooster
"By The Tracks"

FRANKS

$169
1LB.
PKG.

STERLING^
HOMOGENIZED

MILK

Watch for our Monthly
"Family Independent Pharmacy"
Sales!

STERLING

PINTS

CHOCOLATE OR
HOMOGENIZED MILK

PLASTIC GALLON

********

c

'o2/88
CARTON
IGARETTE

$Q23

8

PLUS TAX

WARNING Th« Surgeon 0«n«yf»l H*i D*1«>
nwned Ttwi CigarcM* Smoking It D«no*«o«J»
To Vowr HtwMh

FINE
SELECTION OF

WINE
BEER
AT STATE
MINIMUM PRICES!

SALE PRICES GOOD AUG. 27.1984 TO SEPT. 2,1984

WE ACCEPT
W.I.C. COUPONS
ANOU.S.O.A.
FOOD STAMPS.

S»t. 9:00-6:00pm
Sun. nooo-5:0Opm

Dorsey Drugs

ECKRICH

MONEY
ORDERS
SOLD
HERB

MF7;30-10:0Opm

STERLING
OPEN 7 A.M. T011 P.M. DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

115 RAILROAD ST. - BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

k****** *******************************

Bring Us Your Prescriptions From Home
*******************************************************

We Feature
• American Greeting Cards
• Russell Stover Candy
• 24 hour "Blue Ribbon"
Photo Developing
• School Supplies
Need Help??
Ask our pharmacist
to help you hours.
Mon.-Fri. - 9:00-9:00
Sat. - 9:00-5:00
Sun. Closed
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Intramurals friendly,
but still competitive
by Michael D. Towle
editorial editor

Where can you find 27,274
people competing against
each for a T-shirt and maybe
a Michelob Light? In the University's Intramural program.
Throughout the year the
University sponsors a competitive sports program for
University students and faculty. The program includes
every sport from Softball to
soccer to curling.
To be honest, There are not
27,274 people playing intramurals, but that is the total
number of participants registered for last year's program.
Many students and faculty
members play more than one
sport.
Whatever the logic, there
are a lot of people willing to
sweat and strain for an intramural championship.
Sue Hager, intramural

coordinator, said the pro• Men's doubles tennis gram gives students a chance Sept. 11
to compete in a friendly atmo• Cross country - Sept. 11
sphere.
There will be a slide presen"The emphasis is more on tation Tuesday at noon, 203
having a good time than win- Education Building. Sign-up
ning, she said. "You don't sheets and intramural inforhave to be a good athlete to mation will be available at
play intramurals."
the presentation.
There will be 17 sports offered this fall, many with an
One easy way to participate
early September sign-up in the intramural program is
date.
through your floor director in
You must sign up in order your aorm. Your resident adto play any individual or team visor can provide you with
sport. Dates and times of play information on how to play on
will be posted in Eppler North floor teams.
and South on message boards
or you can call the intramural
If you live off-campus or
office.
can't find a team to play on.
Here is list of the sports call the intramural office and
with early sign up dates:
they can usually find a team
• Men's golf (team) - Sept. or partner for you depending
on the sport, Hager said.
• Softball (coed) - Sept. 4
"The main point is Just to
•Men's touch football - play," Hager said. "We have
Sept. 4
a saying around here, 'If you
• Women's Softball - Sept. 5 want to really know someone,
• Women's tennis - Sept. 6 play a sport with them.' "

WELCOME BACK
BGSU STUD
OPEN LABOR DAY
8 am—6 pm
COST CUTTER
COUPON

m^M

B\^l

//

Subject to Applicable Tax & Deposit!
Mt. Dew, Regular or Sugar Free Pepsi
Free or Regular or Diet

Ijl^S^^P^T^^
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One coupon per customer. Valid Aug. 26 thru Sept. 3, J
1984. Subject to applicable state and local taxes. M

WE'REAmerican
LOOKING
FOR TROUBLE
Heart Association
For the exceptional in cards, records,
gifts, etceterah, rah, rah!
.KAPLAN
i ItKihMal Cwttt
mi ntruuTiM
■MMUH1MM "'•

536-3701

FOLIAGE PLANTS

3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH

left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right, left,
out***

HI

suti

CUL

518 E. Wooster

mi rail: wmiiii

352-7444

/A
FIRST EDITION

.HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
8

*

EXPERT HAIR STYLING
FOR
MEN & WOMEN
M^US
NATURE ANO EARTH UNITED WITH SCIENCE

434 E. WOOSTER

RSo533SKS36SS358S5S
:::
: :: ::::
>- - i ;tivi iti ; i i i i iTiiivi-

354-1477

ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN

l«Wafe:-m:S;i-:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:->:.J
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
DEAR BOWLING GREEN STUDENTS:
Macys would like to take this opportunity to welcome you back to Bowling Green and wish you the best in the
upcoming school year. We also want to invite you to visit MACYS BOWLING GREEN and open a MACYS
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT.
You can open a MACYS account with your Bowling Green student identification card (validated for the current
term) and a valid driver's license. Just see any of our sales associates and they'll open an account for you
with credit approval and set up a $100.00 line of credit. It's that simple!
With your MACYS charge card you can charge just about everything you need and even receive advance
notice of special sales. And while you're enjoying the convenience of charge puchasing, you'll also be
building a credit record that will serve you well all through life.
It'll only take a few minutes to come in to Macys and open a student charge account, so why not do it
today?
Sincerely,
Peter Schuette
Store Manager
Bowling Green

BACK TO BASICS: DENIMS
great plains clothing co.
Great Plains jeans are like an old friend,
comfortable and dependable.

139 S. Main
Shop: Monday Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sunday noon-5 p.m.

25% off all sunsef blues
Street-hot denims, vests and more for juniors...
with the famous Chic fit in action-ready soft denim!

macys
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shop 11a.m. to 7p.m.

Savings for misses, juniors, kid's and more!
PHWI

Mlissi sad pstttss i

fw#-pi#c# trniM|

rhrssssar fer I 26 keys

reraises

saleH9-*63

save40%-50%

save 25%

save 20%

Save 30 % -50% and mon on our •ntlro
stock. Chooto from lloyd Williams,
Claud* Bonnott and other famous
mokin. MM*4-14. Rag. $38 $90

S*l*ct*d styles Includ* many famous
makars. In cottons, linens, goorgatt*
and mora. Missas slz*s 6-18. p*tlt*s
sli*s 4-14. Orlg. $38 $120 sal* $I9$49

Add the finishing touch to your fall
wardrobe with beautiful leather handbags In several styles and colors.
Rag. $38 $109 sal. 28.SOU .75

Taka your pick of an exciting selection
of pants, knit tops and mora. Machine
washable dryoble polyester/cotton.
Rag. $14 $24 sole 11.20-19.20

Clubhous. (D676)

Or.ii.i

Hondbogs (049).

Children's (073/74).

DI50/252/I3S/I83/I10/I34/37).

■— Imm ***■ mini iutm |i—

lath* stsck saasieer km

Arts* De.er er... skirt., TSL kaft Has

save 25%

save20%-25%

save 50%

save20%-25%

Taka your cholca of selected stylo* In
brilliant tool or fuchtla itrlpat. All
In eosy wash cotton danim. Size. 8-18.
Rag. $28. tola $21

From names you know for style.
Including Jou Jou. Jordache. Sergio
Valante. Gloria Vandarbllt. Calvin
Klain and mora. In sizes 3-13.
Rag. $29 $71 . sal* 23.20 5* to

Take your pick of leisure wear dresses,
jumpsuits and robes from Barod Appal
and more. Brlghts. soft summer
postals. SMI Orlg. $22 $60,
sala$S-$34

Handsomely styled full cut shirts in
ecru, blue, white, more. Sizes I4V4-I7.
32-39. Machine wash. Reg $32. sola 17.66
Wool knit ties rag. 12.90. sole 9.36

Juniors (D234).

Lingerie (064).

E«tk*itKfcl4K|eM|o«ek7

Iisd seert.-sar fsr 7 14 gsrts

Men's fease*, sseksr asel-klsad slacks

20% off

save 50%

save 25%

save 25%

Blazer., sklrta. button front
end ballad, slock..
Khokl, gray. tool. rust.
Reg $54 $24. esee$42-$U

Choose from: chains. 7 "30" lengths,
reg. $35 $640 sal* 17.50-$S20;
charms. r*g. $10 $140. sole $5-570:
earrings, rag. $35 $210; sol. 7.50$ 105

Choose from a huge selection of pants,
skirts, jumpers, long slaava knit tops
and blouses lots of colors, aasy cara
fabrics. Rag. $16428. sale 13.60-131

Choose good-looking belted styles, some
with pleated fronts, from Farah. Hoggor
and Jon Marc. In waist sizes 32-42.
Reg. $30-33.90, sale 23.50-24.16

Precious Jewelry (0629).

Children's (051/37).

Slacks (D113).

Young Col lac lor (0662).

Cootie, ce

n $*>■■"

Dress Shirts, Ties (06/11).

Sportcoats

Clubhouse

Coats

Accessories

Classic summer separates, 30%-30% off
and mora. Rag. $23 $58. sola 11.SO 40.60

Fall ralnweer. 20% 30% off. London Fog.
mora. Rag. $60 $155 sal* $41 $124

Intlra stack leather bolts, 29% off. Rag.
$5 $50 sole 1.75-17.50

er beltloop slocks. 29% off. Washable
polyester Rag. $26. sala 19.60

Irian Kelly Shetland sweaters. 39% oil S
Ml. Peg $32 $50. sal. $24-17. SO

Miss., and patttas coats. 20%-29% off
Rag. $150 $275. sole $120 $220
Coats (0169/53/70)

Handbag clearance. 30% 50% oH
mora. Orlg. $25 $200 sel. 4M-$I 13

Haggar solid polyester separates. In poly
ostor. Rag. $22 $75 sale 16.SO S4.3S

Coordlnata* and sspoiolss, 40% oil
6-14. Rag. $28 $101 sal* 14.60 60.60
Clukhous* (O476/670/I76/646).

In.

Pacesetter
Famous maker fall coordinates, 20%-30%
off. In 6 14. Peg $48 $116 sal. $34 $17
Pacesetter (0177).

Entire stock dresses, 25% 50% off In slzas
3-13. Rag. (24-193. sale $18 $49
Entire stock Palmetto's sportswear, 20%
off. Rag. $22 $46 sala 17.6O-J4.i0

Young Collector

Polo shirts. 90% off. In solids and stripes.
Orlg. 10.90. sala 5.90

Famous maker sweaters, skirts, 39% off.
Rag. $30 $45 sols 31.99 $11

Enllre stock Brlttanla. Chic |eans. 39% off.
Rag. $27-$48. sala30.36-136

fatuous makar coordlnotes, 29%-90% off
and mora. Rag. $36 $80 sole $I6$40

Coordlnata*, 29% off. Vasts, sweaters.
more. Reg. $18-$46. sale I3.60-32.3S

lesson baggy kMm*, 35% off. In cotton
denim, slzas 6-16. Rag. 134. sal* 25.SO
CeMo stiittioa sol la Monena sweaters,
39% oH. S-M-L. Reg. $36. sofa 111
Entir* stock folded woven shirts. 39% off.
In 6-16. Rag. $24 $38 sale $11-21.50
loo-Rao T-shirts and poles. In 100% cotton
knit. Orlg $14 $16 each, sole $9 each
Entire stack short sleeve woven taps,
40%-50% off. Rag. $18 $36 sala 10.60$22

Selected octlvewear. 29% off. Rompers.
tops. mora. Rag. $12 $36. sal. $9 $27
Happy Lags saparatas. 29% off. Skirts,
mora. Rag. $30 $38. sala 33.50-3I.S0
Selected la Tig re sportswear. 20% off.
Polos, more. Reg. $24 $30 sola 19.20-134
Quilted vasts. 20% off. In gray. mora. From
Cotton Heaven. Reg. $32. sale 35.60
Outerweer. 30% off. Wool coats, more.
Rag.$46$ 170, sale 36 80 $134
Junior. (O2I3/24S/60S/133/63S/I2I/214/638/
220/265/89/217/119).

Young Collector (0664/168/666/662 '667.661).
Selection varies by store.

Plaza/Westporf
Corduroy s*p Tales, 25% oft. Captions, Inveitmant.. Orlg $36 $60. ..I. $32 $45
Intlra (tack summer casuelwaar. 45% 50%
off and more Orlg $12 $62. sole 3.»* 11.60
Famous makar am ail skirts, 25% off. In
plo.ds. stripes Rag. 123. sala 16.M
Caraar laporotas. 30% off. By Personal.
Russ Togs. Rag. $29 $66. sola 20.10-44.20
T-shirts and shorts. 50% off and mora.
Orlg. 11 90 $28. sala 4.1* 6.99

Selected leather handbags and clutches.
30% off Orlg. $18 $55. sale $10$37
Selected fabric handbags. 30%-90% off.
Big selection Orlg. $9 $72. sola6.36-60.46

Juniors

Selected related saparatas. 25% off. Orlg.
$13-$28, sola 9.75-121

Feelln' Jessie pants. 25% 30% oH. In navy,
plum. mora. Rag. $32 $40 sale 21.99 29.99

and

Entire stack sacks, 39% off. Knee highs,
mora. Rag. 2 85 $15 sale 3.36-11.36
Entire stack leotards, 39% off. Donakln.
mora Rag. $11 $60, sola 6.86444
Selected styles Clubhouse holsery, 20% off
Rag. 3.29-3.75, sale 3.60 $3
Ston. Mountain sport doth handbags. 35%
off. Rag. $38 $60 sala 38.S0-S45
Accessories (O626/629/630/9/S4/621 /49/603/
63/112/6/665/49).

Intimates
Selected Warner's, Lily of Franca bras. 20%
off. Rag. $10414, .ale $6-11.20
Selected Ploytex bras. 25% off IB Hour,
mora. Rag. $10 $27. sala 7.60-30.36
Vassaratta. Formflt. Vanity Fair bras. 20%
off. Rag. $13 $18 sala 10.40-14.40
Warner's deywear, 20% off. Camlsolas,
mora. Rag. 11 50 $35. sal. t.20-$2»
Oeena deywear. 20% off. Camlsolas and
half slips. Rag. 7.99. sola 4.40 eoch
Famous makar panties. 20% off. Vanity
Fair. mora. Rag. 2.75-7.50, sola 2.30-$6
Summer sleapwear clearance, 90% off and
mora. Orlg. $18 $46 .ale 4.50$ 17
Intimate. (D442/236/26/600/ISS/I23/26B/237).

Accessories

$ummor saparatas. 30% off. Shorts, mora.
Rag. 4 99 36 99. sala 3.49-2*.19
Saaton Tkkat separates, 25% off. Pants.
mora. Rag. $12 $16. sala $9 $12

Young Men's
Famous maker octlvewear, 25% off. From
Nlka, mora. Rag. $12$30 sole $9-22. SO
Entire stack sweaters, knit end woven taps.
Rag. $18 $32 sala 13.SO-S24
Sportcoats, slacks and sap*ratas. 25% off.
Rag. $21 $90. sale IS.7S-67.S0

Dank* |eons. 35% off. Flvo-poekot, mora.
Rag. 17.90. sal* 11.43

Famous makar danim leans, casual slacks,
29% off Rag. $12 $40 solo $9 $30

plaza/W*stport (DIM/6S/660/109/
I62/61/IM/94)

Entire stock famous makar outerweer, 29%
off Rag. $26 $125 sal* I9.S0-91.75
Young Men's (DI06/I04/274/I81).

Sorry, no mail or phone orders.
"Intermediate price reductions have
been taken prior to this sole.

Intlra stock Loft ■ Brown.ton. ruggles.
• weot.hlrt.. Rag. $25 $30, sola 16.75-22.66
Arrow flannel woven sporrshlrta, 25% off.
In 100% cotton. Reg. $18. sola 13.60
Men. (027/19).

Outerwear, More
Entire stock famous makar summer |ockots.
90% off. Rag. $32 $85 sale $16-43.66
Loft I Brown ston. hosiery, 29% oH. Rag.
2.2944. sola 1.6943
Designer leather accessories bafts, 23%
off. Reg 7 50 $35 sala $.63 26 25
Men. (0102/105/69).

Children's
Selected Infants and toddler, corduroy
overall, and soft knit taps by Mine Alone.
20% 30% off Reg $5 $14 .ale $4-9.60

Girls 7-14 corduroy leans and trousers, 30%
off. Rag. $20 $24 saw $14-14.66

Simulated peeris, 35% off. In ropes or
twists. Rag. $ 10 $40. sal* 7.60436

Berets

Selected short sleeve knit shirt.. 90% off
and mora. Rag. $ 10$30. sal* 3.50$ 15

Entire stack Infanta/1 odd! sis dross**. 25%
off. Rag. $10 $35 sala 7.60-36.36

Entire stock semiprecious stones. 90% off.
Rag. $35 $500 sala 17.50-$2S0

Entire stack fall hats, 29% off.
mora. Rag. $10 $88 sale 7.S0-S66

Sportshirts

Infanta stretch .leeper.. 39% off. S-M L
Reg $12 $14 sale $9-10.50

Intlra stack starling silver |ewelry. 90% off.
Reg $8 5140 sale $4-$70

Entire stock chains. 20% off. Trlforl. Monet.
mora. Rag. $8 $35 sola S.6024.S0

Famous makar wool sportcoats. In navy,
carnal, taupa, mora. Rag. $100. sala $76
Men's (0113/613).

Girls handbags and tot*., 23% off. Rag.
$6 $11 sale 4.50-1.25
Says 1-30 Farah corduroy separates. 20%
off Reg. $20 $60 sale $14 US
Boys 6-14 Farah dross slacks. 20% off. Rag.
$20 $22 sole $14 17.60
Bay* 4-30 woven and flannel skirts. 29%
off Rag. $14 $16. sal* 10.50 $12
Bey* 1-30 tap*. 25% off. In polyester/cot
ton. Reg. $16 $22 sale $12-14.50
Children's (061 '65 SI 151 /37/I40/I6*/
43/677/S6/72/74).

macyS
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Greek groups offer social options
"Animal House" business?' "
The Alpha Sigs may have a
harder time than most fraternities living down the "Animal
House" reputation, since the
movies creator, P.J. O'Rouke is
a former Toledoan who hung out
at the Alpha Sig House there
during the mid-1960s.
O'Rouke is said to have taken
many of the scenes in the movie
from gags he saw happen at the
Alpha Sig house in Toledo.

by Michael 0. Towle
eaiiofoi ediia

Ever since John Belushi
stuffed mash potatoes and gravy
into his mouth, declared himself
a zit and shot the mouthful all
over the upstanding brothers of
Faber College's Omega house,
fraternities have had a reputation for crudeness.
Ken Dietz, rush chairman at
the University's chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi, said the mystique "National Lampoon's
Animal House" created is, for
the most part, undeserved and
"hard to live down."
"I held a series of lectures
over the summer intended to
inform parents of, and incoming
freshmen about, the fraternity
system," he said. "There must
have been 20 parents come to me
and ask 'So what about this

FRATERNITIES, ACCORDING to Dietz, are a dimension of
college life every freshman
should consider.
"College can be so tough, it's
so fragmented, a freshman can
become isolated." he said. "A
fraternity can offer coherence to
a new way of life."
Dietz, a senior medical technology major, did not consider
joining the Alpha Sigs until his

second year in college.
"I had friends in my dorm, we
were a tight group. But, the
following year we were all over
campus. Distance breaks down
a friendship," he said.
"Fraternities kind of bring
you together. That's why a lot of
ris that are friends join a frat
groups. It creates a central
place where you can go and
know friends will be there." «
Dietz, though obviously biased
to the Alpha Sigs, strongly recommends freshmen go to all the
houses on campus before making their decision.
"Each freshman has a different personality,' he said, "just
as each house has a different
personality.
"We're kind of laid back. We
can be really wild, but we get
serious about quite a few things,
too. We're a very goal-oriented
group."

Gdowik said more than 300
University men, mostly freshmen, join fraternities every
year. Around the same number
of women join their greek counterparts, sororities.
Sorority rush has already
started and ends Thursday with
formal desserts.
Some 1,175 University men
were active in fraternities last
Sear, compared to 1,140 women
i sororities.
"There are 18,000 people on
this campus," said Dietz.
"Greek organizations give you a
smaller group of people to hold
onto."

352-7734

FREE 12" PIZZA

16" PIZZA

Stye Jffamdi SCnat

with the purchase
of a 16" Pizza
with the same number
of items

for only
$5.00

109 S. Main-352-3148
"One of Bowling Greens largest
stores with creative merchandise."

'.90 for each additional item

good thru 9-30-84

Wandering through the doors
of the Portside Festival MarketC« in Toledo, the aroma of
h-baked bread catches your
attention. Portside, a cluster of
small specialty shops and eateries, is part of a 15-year redevel?>ment program for downtown
oledo.
Open since May, the marketCce is located on the banks of
Maumee River, about 23
miles north of Bowling Green.
According to Katie Safford,
marketing director-of the marketplace, there are a number of
opportunities there for students.
Safford said there is live entertainment at the marketplace
every day.
"The entertainment will be
one reason the facility will attract over 5 million people in the
first year of operation," she
said.

The facility also employs a lot
of students. According to Sylvia
Parish, manager of Up, Up, and
Away, a Portside balloon shop,
students make up about 65 percent of paid staff at Portside.
"PORTSIDE IS not a glorified
shopping mall," Safford said.
"Rather Portside is a unique
experience, unlike a mall."
But some patrons believe it is
like many of the malls in Toledo.
Others say the parking near
Portside is expensive.
Ed Mollik, a Portside patron,
said he enjoyed visiting the marketplace but probably would not
visit it again.
"Portside is definitely something worth seeing and it is
bringing people back downtown," Mollik said, "but I personally am not going to come
back now that I've seen it."

WELCOME BACK
BG STUDENTS

N0RTHEND PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

FRATERNITY RUSH begins
Aug. 30 and ends Sept. 12,
according to Joe Gdowik, rush
chairman for the Interfraternity
Council and a member of the
Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

Portside Fesitval
Marketplace open

Attention
Campus Greek Organizations:
We carry large amounts of
greek affiliated merchandise.
Specially designed to meet
your fraternity and
sorority needs.

good thru 9-3M4

THE
COPT SHOP
PRINTING & IMPRINTING
LARGE TROPHY DISPLAY
CHECK OUR PRICES

Under the terms of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and
University policy on student records,
Bowling Green State University, may disclose such personally identifiable information from a student's educational record as
has been designated to be directory information.

Strickland
Cud torn
^rramina

Attention Students!
No more taping posters
to your walls. Bring in your
favorite poster - any size or shape
to be inexpensively mounted and
custom framed with your choice
of aluminum, wood, or wood
formica frames.
Come in and look around.

<&&
•BUISNESS CARDS'RUBBER STAMPS
• BROCHURES ENVELOPES-N.C.R. FORMS
WEDDING STATIONARY* PLASTIC BINDING

New Hours:
9-5:30 M-F
9-4:00 Sat
125 E. Oak
,352-8282

•PHOTOCOPYINGTyping & Typesetting
Resumes •Research Papers
Data Sheets
Screen Printing*Specialty Items

!$$&

Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable information as directory information. If a
student exercises this right, directory information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by
law and University policy. Students choosing to exercise their rights respecting
directory information should contact in
person the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs, 305 Student Services
Building, by Friday September 7, 1984.

N. Main

N. Prospect

352-4068
117 I. Court - Bowling Graan

Balfour Jewelry tells it your way.

HMEN

**fc*
FALL *84
MILS 101
MILS 101
MILS 101
MILS 101
MILSB470
MILSB470
MILS 201
MILS 201

The whole idea is In bnns you the things you want
with the names and crests you want at reasonable prices.

PHo

M?

*°«6

Many items carried in stock for
immediate delivery.
Special order service available.

*^nr^
2359
2360
2361
2362
2365
2366
2367
2368

ROTC & NATL DEF
ROTC & NATL DEF
ROTC & NATL DEF
ROTC & NATL DEF
SOVIET THREAT
SOVIET THREAT
SURVIVAL
SURVIVAL

For further information, contact:

ORGN
ORGN
ORGN
ORGN

12:30
2:30
10:30
2:30
12:30
8:30
11:30
10:30

MW
MW
MW
TR
MW
TR
TR
MW

Capt. John Cogley
Dept. of Military Science
151 Memorial Hall, 372-2476

COGLEY
COGLEY
COGLEY
COGLEY
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF

E*ELRV>TORE

Balfour
JEWELRY'S FINESTCRAFTSMI \

125 N. Main St. (across from Sundance)

L
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Series celebrates international music, dance
by Eric Popp
'eportet

Classical music in a variety of
forms will be performed this
year in Kobacker Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
As part of the 198445 Festival
Series, visiting soloists and en-

sembles will perform at the University
New York's Harmonie Wind
Ensemble will perform Oct. 3 at
8 p.m. Founded in 1978 by Steven
Richman, the ensemble conductor, the wind band consists of
oboes, clarinets, bassoons and
horns.

Julian Bream will perform
classical guitar at Kobacker
Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. Bream has been
performing for 25 years and has
received six awards from the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences.
The Romanian

National

Choir, conducted by Marin Constantin, will perform Nov. 10 at 8
p.m. The 36-voice group will
present a three-part program
and perform in costume.

ensemble, conducted by Jane
Stadlmair, features solo violinist Young Uck Kim who has
performed with the New York
Philharmonic and the London
Philharmonic.

The 19-member Munich
Chamber Orchestra will perform Feb. 24 at 3 p.m. The

Concert Royal, an ensemble
performing on original 18th cen-

Changes mark history of residence hails
by Patty Roche
reporter

Throughout the history of the
University, life in residence
halls has changed significantly.
In 1915, the University's in loco
parentis policy made the University responsible for each student's well being.
But, the policy has been rejected for one promoting each
student's personal growth by
allowing them the freedom to
make their own decisions.
Barbara Keller, director of
Residence Life for area one,
said the new University attitude
places more responsibility on
the student.
"Today, there are no closing
hours in the residence halls,
Keller said, adding students
have the freedom to choose
when and if they wish to come

home. They also must take responsibility for their actions - a
function of the University in past
decades.
"The University believes that
as of 18, you are an adult and
must be treated as an adult,"
she said. "No longer does the
University regulate life in the
way that they did 20 years ago."
Prior to the 1960s, the rules
and regulations for women on
campus were much stricter than
for men. Curfew for freshman
women was 8 p.m. unless the
student requested a late pass
that would let her stay out until
10 p..n.
LATE PERMISSION was on 1;
granted six times a semestei
and had to be applied for at the
office of the dean of women.
According to Fayetta Paulsen
assistant vice president for Stu-
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A
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Hair, Skin, and Nails Designers

JAPANESE
RESTAURANT

352-4101
352-4143
Thru Sept. 10 with this coupon

a

CA TCH IT!

K U R|A]-?N
R D imsy

SHOGUN DINNER

Comb.nono" ol Shr.mp I.mpu.o and
SMi Kobob T.t,»ok.

10% OFF
Cuts & Perms
with Kim
181 (B) S. Main

Falcon Fever...

looser and the atmosphere is
more relaxed," she said. "I remember when the boys used to
have to leave their door open
and the light on if their girlfriend was ui the room - not that
they always did."
These changes in residence
halls have led to a more relaxed
environment that allows the student to be responsible for himself, she said.
A woman 70 years ago would
never have been able to allow a
male to enter her dorm room.
Today, it is the student's responsibility to decide who will or will
not visit her.

dent Affairs for residential services, the rules remained the
same for the most part until the
1960s, when student activism
brought about changes that put
more responsibility on the student.
"Today's policies are basically there to protect personal
rights and the buildings," Paulsen said. "Our staff is now
trained to make the environment conducive to learning."
Maxine Conibear, receptionist
at the Bromfield Hall desk for 20
years, has seen a lot of students
come and go over the years.
"The restrictions are a lot

tury instruments and the New
York Baroque Dance Company,
an early American dance
troupe, will perform March 27 at
8 p.m. The program will celebrate the 300th anniversary of
the birth of three Baroque comCrs: Bach, Scarlatti and
del.

$ A95
7

SMI

OWN
MON. THRU THURS. S-»:30 p.m.
FRI. ft. SAT 5-10:30 p.m.
SUNDAY 3:304:30 p.m.
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE

6206 RENWYCK, TOLEDO. OHIO

$2 Oft
Any large 16" pizza
with TWO Of moie items

635 1836

JHOFF i5CXOFF
Any medium
Any
medium 13" pizza
,..l»k TWO
TWO or
... mote
n«wA items
ItMma
with

nt laige
\r\mm tub
«1|K
Of

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZB

r-J^OOaHO"*
ONE COUPON PER PIZZP.
1-fZZD OPEN 4 P.m.

Pw8Sop
OPEN
EN44,p.m.

352-5166

352-5166

VOTED BEST pizzn IN so.

Hny
Any small
Mali lO" pizza

IrTAW OPEN 4

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
I

. 352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZB IN B.C.

41

$34.

is all you pay for this
GTE Touch Call phone!*

GRAND OPENING.
RAX UNDER GLASS

Now there's a beautiful new Rax Greenhouse Restaurant in
town. You're going to love its bright, light look And you're
going to enjoy our wonderful menu selection. From hot
sandwiches to our Endless Salad Bar iu
to homestyle soups and baked
potatoes with your choice of toppings
Come into Rax. and find out why
people' are saying "I'd Rather Rax."™ RESTAURANTS

|

Regular Rax
Roast Beef
Sandwich

99*0^ 4,

Turkey Bacon
Club Sandwich

$1.69(um»4>

The GTE Phone Mart welcomes
Bowling Green students back
with a very special offer. If you
sign up for Touch Call telephone
service (or already have a Touch
Call line), you can buy selected
"gently used" GTE phones as
low as $27.12. And Touch Call
residential line service costs
only $2.00 per month!

With GTE Touch Call phones
and service, you can use your
PC, alternate long distance services where available and enjoy
push button convenience.
This offer is good for students
and everyone else, too! But time
is limited, so visit the GTE Phone
Mart today.

I This oH*i not uahd wilh anv
This ofler not VQJKJ with any
xrvr di-wounl ne coupon Sdk*s lax
othvf discount or coupon Sain lax
m
Itharuyd u+wrv appkdhli' <)H*i
charged where appkable OH**r
good ai pdrncipattnu. Rax Rt-aaurants J good at paifKipaftng Rax Restaurants |

I

Rax I .

Rax I
*August 20 - 31 only; plus sales tax.

1006 N. Main St. At Poe Rd.

_^__ .^^_ GTE Phone Marls accept Visa
M M and MasterCard lor purchasing
IMlHI l^™Wl phones and accessories

fc^J-J PHone
l£U3maRT
1616 East Wooster
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Weight gain common for incoming students
She said males as well as
females experience the increased weight, but it is likely to
show up more on females.

by Slave Meyer
reporter

It can creep up on you without
even the slightest wanting. Your
"GIRLS, GENERALLY
clothes become a bit snug and
you have no idea why. The walls smaller-boned, show weight fasseem to close in on your hips ter than guys -10 pounds on a 5without warning. It's the ever- foot, 2-inch girl is obviously
feared, easy-to-gain but hard-to- going to show up faster than on a
6-foot guy." Navin said. "I also
lose "Freshman 15."
"Freshman 15" is the weight feel the female metabolism is
gain freshmen tend to experi- slower than the male's."
There are a number of reasons
ence during their first year at
for the added weight, with dorm
college.
Will it happen to me, you ask? food being a major cause, she
It may if you don't take precau- said.
"The food is high in carbohytions. According to Karen DeRosa, assistant director at the drates and starches, and deserts
Student Recreation Center, are loaded with calories," Navin
freshmen experience weight said. "But the dorms are makgain mainly because they come ing changes by offering salads
From being active in athletics in and fruits to provide The stuhigh school to a university dents with an alternative."
She added peer pressure also
where they are no longer inadds to the problem.
volved in physical activity.
"The 'Freshman 15' syndrome
has been a problem for freshmen for years and years," said "When someone says 'Have
Joanne Navin, clinic coordina- lunch with me. I don't want to
tor at the Health Center.
eat by myself' or 'Let's order a

pizza, it can cause a student to
eat more than he or she would
normally consume," Navin said.

who ate poor meals at home
may see all this food and not
know where to stop, she said.

The type of major and difficulty of course load also can be a
stress which may lead to increased eating habits. According to Navin, it depends on how
the individual handles the
stress.

She said it is important for
students to watch what they eat
to avoid those extra pounds.

"SOME STUDENTS will eat
more or some will hardly touch
a thing when faced with academic problems," Navin said.
Being away from home for the
first time also may cause
changes in a student's eating
habits. Students must make
their own food choices and decide how much they want to eat.
Navin said a lot has to do with
how food was viewed when the
student was growing up. She
added students who come from a
home where they had to clean
their plate every meal may
come to college and almost rebel
by not eating as much.
On the other hand, students

Exercise is another way to
shed those unplanned calories,
she added. The University offers
a number of facilities and services where students can seek
help.
THE STUDENT Recreation
Center provides 14 handball and
racquetball courts, three squash
courts, two swimming pools, a
jogging track, basketball courts
and much more.
The Eppler Complex, which
contains an indoor running
track, a basketball court and
two weight rooms also is available.
The Health Center also offers
services to students who wish to
prevent or reduce weight gain.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
We Invite You To Come To

Hisferers- Gladieux AND
Hie ftabg'suhuerfiS"*
ENLARGED

MEADOWVIEW COURTS
Hours:

and

Phone:

M-F 9-4:30

214 Napoleon Rd.

bg news Illustration/Andrea Schindler

REMODELED

352-1195

Now showing the finest selection of men's and
ladies' traditional clothing and sportswear in
northwestern Ohio. We invite competition.

Two bedroom apartments still available.
$270.00 furnished / $250.00 unfurnished
Includes: Rent and sewage. All residents are granted
privilege of using the Cherrywood Health Spa located at
835 High St., B.G.

101 N. Main Street "On the 4 corners"
in Downtown Bowling Green

RESIDENT PAYS GAS AND ELECTRIC
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the Student S
Book Exchange
THE STAFF AT SBX WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME BACK ALL
STUDENTS & FACULTY OF B.G.S.U. FOR THE 84-85 SCHOOL YEAR
AND WE HOPE YOUR SUMMER WAS ENJOYABLE. YOU WILL FIND
THE STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE HAS BEEN EXPANDED BY 2000 SQ.
FT. OF NEW FLOOR SPACE TO ACCOMMODATE A WIDER SELECTION
OF BOOKS & MERCHANDISE FOR YOUR ADDED CONVENIENCE.
NEW AND USED TEXTS plus

COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES plus
MASCOTS AND SWEATSHIRTS

;■:•

Si

STILL PAYING TOP PRICES FOR CURRENT USED BOOKS

MON.-FRI. 9-5:30
SAT. 9-5

Our Guarantee: Any required text purchased at the SBX may be
returned for a full refund within 10 days from the start of classes.

8

A

VISA
MASTERCARD

See You At The SBX!
Extended hours for rush - 353-7732 or 352-0215
530 E. WOOSTER
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FYI
The college handbooks won't always answer questions
about University living. Your resident adviser, roommates and friends may know some of the answers,
but not all. Sometimes the solutions may not be easy to
find but the search for them often can be just as
interesting if not more so than the answers found.

in
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Short-term loans available for financial needs
By Mary Jo McVay
news editcx

Most college students know
bow easy it is to spend money.
Regardless of what money is
needed for, the office of Financial Aid and Student Employment has several types of loans
available, according to Deb Heineman, assistant director of Financial Aid and Student
Employment.
Heineman said there are four
loans offered. They are the special loan, the Kohl loan, the
Alpha Psi Omega loan and the
Kappa Alpha Psi loan.
Anyone applying for a loan
must show two forms of identification - one with a picture - at
the Financial Aid and Student
Employment Office, 460 Student
Services. The student must also
state how much money is needed
and for what.
Loans may be granted to students if they can prove there will
be a source of repayment, such

as a job or a bank loan that has
been held up, and they meet the
criteria of the loan, Heineman
said.
"We don't usually OK the loan
if it's a friend as the repayment
or if the student says they don't
have a Job and they're going to
repay it when they find a job,"
she added.
Heineman said if parents are
the source of repayment, the
loan must be cosigned.
"That's because in the past,
we did not do that and all of the
sudden when the loan is not paid,
the collection agency contacts
the cosigner and they become
responsible for payment of the
loan," she said. "And the parents wouldn't know (about the
loan)."
Although each loan has criteria that must be met, Heineman
said these requirements may be
waived and the loan approved
by an assistant director or director of that office depending on

the individual's circumstances.
Special loans may be used
only for fees, Heineman said.
Because of this, there is no limit
on the amount which may be
borrowed. The student must be
in good or warning standing
academically and there is no
lower limit on the number of
hours the student is registered
for.
She said about 400 special
loans are granted a semester.
They are for 45 days and carry
an 18 percent interest rate. Penalty for late payment for special
loans is 50 cents a day not to
exceed $25.
Heineman said probably the
most used loan is the Kohl. It has
a ceiling of $500 if used for fees
and $300 if borrowed for personal reasons. The Kohl is a sixweek loan with an 8 percent
interest rate.
A student borrowing a Kohl
loan must have at least a 2.0
accumulated grade point aver-

age and be at least a half-time
student.
She said about 300 Kohls are
granted a semester. One reason
she gave for borrowing a Kohl
loan is if a student does not have
enough money to pay his entire
bill. They can also he used to pay
apartment rent or buy books.
The student usually can get
the borrowed money the next
day with a Kohl loan, Heineman
said. The penalty for late payment is 50 cents a day not to
exceed $15.
APO loans have $150 maximum and carry no interest
charge if paid on time. About 300
of these four-week loans are
granted a semester, Heineman
said. They are most often used
to buy books or to get cash in the
case of a mix up with a campus
payroll check.
The fee for late payment on an
APO is 50 cents a day not to
exceed $15.
The least often used loan from

Financial Aid and Student Employment is the KAP, Heineman
said. "That one is only used in
the case of an extreme emergency," she added.

Loans list," Heineman said. Students on this list either have a
loan outstanding or paid back a
loan late. These students are not
normally granted another loan.

Granting these loans is left to
the discretion of an assistant
director or the director of Financial Aid and Student Employment since there is no real
criteria, Heineman said. They
carry a 1 percent interest rate
and the period until the loan
becomes due is up to the person
granting it.

It is possible to get an extension on a loan, she added, but a
student may not have more than
one loan at a time.
"As long as they've paid off
one, they can have another
one," she said.

She said these loans may be
granted if a student has a real
need, usually Involving a personal or family crisis, and does
not qualify for the other programs.
Paying for classes, student aid
that has not arrived or facing
eviction do not qualify a student
for a KAP, she added.
The Financial Aid and Student
Employment office has a "No

Heineman said loans may be
granted for almost anything.
"We don't really care so much
about why they're getting a loan
as to how they're eoing to repay
it," she added. "If somebody's
pregnant and wants the loan for
that, that's fine.
"If you've got enough other
things to worry about, then
money shouldn't be one of your
worries. So if you need to borrow
$150 for some reason, then at
least that's one less thing for you
to worry about."

THE FELLOWSHIP OF
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS

5 GAL. KING KEGS
Offering! friendship, encouragement,
and instruction to the Christian student

Every Wed. Night 7:00 P.M.
Alumni Rm, Student Union

POTATO CHIPS

S

2 Liter
PEPSI

$ 1.09
^
V

RACKETEERS
FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG.

CBS/EPIC
presents

'WELCOME BACK"

SALE
BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN
BOH\ IV THE I.S..X.
including
iih.o.n/L
FM./NO Sunwidw
Booo, JOT
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Officials oversee University activities
An organization the size of a
state university requires hundreds of people with special talents and abilities to operate in a
smooth and efficient manner.
The University is no exception.
One person who affects students and employees alike is
University president, Dr. Paul
Olscamp, who will celebrate his
47th birthday Wednesday. He
has been president since July
1982. He is a former president of
Western Washington University,
having entered a college administrative post as associate dean
of Ohio State University's College of Humanities after teaching at OSU. He received a
doctorate in philosophy at the
University of Rochester in 1962.
Dr. Richard Eakln, vice president for Planning and Budgeting, has been In University
administration since 1969. He
was assistant dean of the Graduate College and vice provost of
"Institutional Planning and Student Affairs. He joined the staff
in 1964 as an assistant professor
of mathematics.
Eakin's duties include longrange planning for the University, budgeting and overseeing
areas such as investments, Registration and Records, legal
services, administrative staff
personnel services and facilities
and space planning.

services.
Dr. Eloisc Clark joined the
University as vice president for
Academic Affairs last year.
Clark compiles a statement of
academic policies and coordinates the appointment and evaluation of academic personnel.

Paul Olscamp
Clark came to Bowline Green
after seven years with the National Science Foundation in
Washington, D.C.
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president for Student Affairs, took
her post in the spring of 1983
after two years as the dean of
the College of Health and Community Services. Edmonds
came to the University from
Cleveland State University
where she was chair of the Department of Health Services.

Dr. Karl Vogt, vice president
for Operations, was appointed in
August 1963 after a year as interim vice president of Academic Affairs and 14 years as
dean of the College of Business
Administration. Vogt is responsible for the University's buildings and facilities, nonacademic personnel, purchasing
Edmonds is responsible for
and procurement and auxiliary maintaining the quality of stu-

dent service programs, including the offices of residence
programs, student services and
student activities and organizations.
Dr. Dwlght Burllngame, acting vice president for University
Relations, was appointed this
summer after Richard Edwards
accepted a post at Wright State
University In Dayton. Burllngame has been at the University
since 1978 as a professor and
dean of libraries and learning
resources. He will be responsible for alumni relations, development, public relations, the
educational television station
and student publications.
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice president for Student Affairs for residential services,
was dean of women at the University from 1963 to 1968, then
served as associate dean of students for Residence Life. She
supervises the offices of Residence Life and Housing, including off-campus housing and
greek life.
Tonia Stewart helps students
with off-campus housing problems. Her goal is to increase
cooperation between the University and surrounding neighborhoods.
Stewart joined the staff in July
23 after working in the public
relations field for five years. She
graduated from the University
in 1977 in journalism and received a master's degree in
speech communication last
year.
Karl Sutter, 27, is the first
lawyer in Ohio to represent students in a campus legal service.
Sutter will handle landlordtenant problems, traffic violations, consumer problems and
family law matters such as

adoption. He can represent students in minor criminal misdemeanors, but not felony
offenses.
Phil Mason, executive assistant to the president, joined the
University staff in 1982 after
serving as director of development at Western Washington
University.
Derek Dickinson has been enforcing the rules and regulations
of the University Student Code
since 1969 as director of Standards and Procedures. Dickinson has earned master's degrees
in health and physical education
and in educational administration and supervision.
Joseph Martini, bursar since

Tonia Stewart
1970, graduated from the University with a bachelor's degree
in business administration in
1963. Martini is responsible for
billing and collection of moneys
for all University students. His
office also handles loan and
scholarship money.

Cary Brewer has been registrar for six years and supervises
class scheduling and student
records. He has been in the
office of Registration and Records since 1969 when he was
assistant to the director as a
Saduate student. He was assisfit registrar, director of registration, then acting registrar
before being named registrar.
Paul Nusser, treasurer, has
been at the University since 1960
and works on with University's
investment portfolio and maintaining effective cash flow management. He oversees the
employee insurance program
ana assists the vice president for
Operations. He also is the recording secretary for the Board
of Trustees Finance Committee.
John Martin, director of admissions, has a master's degree
in educational administration
from the University. While a
?raduate student in 1964 and
965, Martin worked as an admissions counselor, moved up to
assistant director in 1966 and
became director in 1988.
Martin plans and supervises
undergraduate admissions. He
also acts as a liaison of admissions functions with academic
and administrative departments
and is responsible for enrollment projections.
William Bess, director of the
Department of Public Safety/Police, started in police work
as a patrolman for Kent State
University Police Department
in 1969 while an education major
there. He became commander
of staff and inspectors division
in 1971, left in 1974 and became
director of the University police
department in 1978.
Bess' responsibilities include
Public Safety, parking and traffic, crime prevention and rela-

tions between the University
and city.
Kory Tilgner, Graduate Student Senate president is working
toward a master's degree in
philosophy. He was elected to
his position spring semester. He
is responsible for all GSS activ-

Bob Wade
ities and appointment of GSS
committee representatives subject to the approval of the GSS
executive committee. He is also
an ex officio member of several
University committees including Faculty Senate and the
Board of Trustees.
Bob Wade, Undergraduate
Student Government president,
is a junior from Delta, Ohio,
with a double major in business
administration and political science. He was president of the
academic honorary Phi Eta
Sigma last year. He is a member
of Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman honorary and the Undergraduate
Alumni Association.
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DELICATESSEN a I'V) TAKE WT
VA/
NINE SHOP
SANDWICHES

the "GRINDER" sub sandwich, our most famous, a full pound! Polish ham. kosher salami, onion cheese,
provolone. lettuce, tomato, pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing
$2.98
the "KAISER SPECIAL " ■ combination of Imported Polish ham. white turkey breast. Wisconsin suits*,
mustard, mayo, lettuce on a crisp Kaiser roll
S2.69
"NEW" the "HOT OVEN GRINDER" sub sandwich. Italian style Genoa salami, provolont cheese.
pepperon'. moiimlla cheese, peperoncfni peppers and spaghetti sauce on French bread
24 OUNCESI
$3.59
the "CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top round roast beef on a tangy onion bun with sharp cheddar
cheese, lettuce mustard, mayo. deH dressing
$2 69
the "WARZY RUEBEN" Chicago corned beef on Jewish rye with sauerkraut. Swiss cheese and special
mustard
..$2.69

"CHEF SALAD".

..$2.59
OTHER SANDWICHES made to your order.

Turkey Breast
Braunschweiger
Brisket Pastrami
Wariy's Ham Salad
Roast Beef
Salami (7 choices)

$1.99
$1.69
$2.29
$1.59
$2.29
$1.99
EXTRAS:

Polish Ham

$1.99

Liver Pate
Barbeque Beef.
Warzy'a Chicken Salad

$1.99
$1.59
$1.99

Cheeses-2G"

Tomato-10"

Onion-10

Lettuce. Mayo. Mustard. Pickets. Horseradish
Kaiser bun. Jewish rye. onion bun. white
SALADS. SNACKS, BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA,

THE WET SHAVERS

NO COVER

352-9951

mliniMN

DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.

fomtty owfwtf and ofwroajd wtnc* 19*2 •
I400 Gl.sd.la •■ By,..
Soalklaaa Saoaplas C.al.i
sai-s*st

VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD

*

10»S Nenk Mala
B—II.. G> ...
J1Z S41«

BOWLING GREEN'S

DAVY JONES LOCKER
"YOUR PET CONNECTION"

^% BEST PIZZA
352-1504

Aquariums, Tropical Fish,
Various Critters & Pet Supplies
Reasonable Prices • • Shop & Compare
Back To School Specials: (while supplies last)
6.99
10 Gallon Tanks

PU&

Ask about our 50/50 sale coming in Sept.
Open 7 Days')
you won't want to miss this one!

354-1885
Downtown B.G.
Tom & Carol Montague: Owner & Operators

516 E. WOOSTER

-£534

Piranaha
1.99
Common Oscars
1.29
1.29
Jack Dempseys
Ghost Shrimp
.59
+ Many in-store specials

178 S. Main

FREE
DELIVERY

FREE
■ 6 Pack Of LIKE COLA
HOURS:
MON-WED 11:00 am-2:30am
THUR-SAT 11:00 am-3:00am
SUNDAY Noon - 2:30am

; with any w m item
or io,v Pizza

: mules' pizza Pub
352-1504
CNM MMTU • 5-M
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Health Center provides medical care, advice
by Mary Jo McVay
news edilc
Although most students don't
get very excited about going to
the Health Center, they do have
somewhere to turn if they are
feeling ill or need medical assistance.
Hours at the center are 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday beginning Tuesday. It is
run on an appointment-only basis and students may schedule
appointments by phone or at the
Health Center, said Joanne
Navin, clinic coordinator.
There are four doctors and
four nurse clinicians on staff.
One doctor and two clinicians
are in the Health Center's women's clinic.

There is also a triage nurse.
Students can talk to her if they
are unsure whether they should
see a doctor.
If appointments are full for
the day, the nurse can tell a
student what to do for comfort
until an appointment can be
made. The triage nurse can be
contacted by phone or visited at
the center.

were purchased off campus,
said Jim Austermiller, administrative coordinator.

• X-rays. The Health Center has
just installed a new X-ray machine. However, doctors at the
center cannot set a broken bone.

• a women's clinic. Students
may get contraceptive counseling. Pap smears, pelvic exams
and assistance with any other
women's health concerns.

• A PHARMACY with prescription and over-the-counter medications. The cost of these items
is "generally less" than if they

• a self-teaching module for
colds and flu. This helps students diagnose themselves and
recommends treatment without

COUPON

ft

ON
Mai

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

TUB.

by Patricia Rlttor
assistant managing editor

W* 6 S* 111

Thwi.iFil. 11-2
Sun. 121
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50* Off Any Regular Sub
1

Expires August 31, 1984

• regular allergy shots. Appointments may be set up for weekly
shots given by an assigned
nurse.
The center is for ambulatory
care, not emergencies, Navin
said. Any student with a medical
emergency must go to the Wood
County Hospital. Students must
also use that facility when the
Health Center is closed.
ALTHOUGH THE Health Center has no form of transportation, an ambulatory student
may get transportation to the
center or the hospital by calling

the Department of Public Safety/Police. All others must call
an ambulance.
Navin said less than $20 of
each student's general fee goes
to fund the center. Because of
this, students are not charged to
see a physician or nurse. However, any additional treatment,
such as lab tests, are charged to
the student.
She added records of students
over 18 are confidential. Treatment of a student under 18 must
be approved by the student's
parents.
Navin also said the Health
Center does not issue retroactive excuses for illness. If a
student is ill, he should contact
bis instructor before the class
session. She added the idea is to

make students more responsible
for their health.
The Health Center will have a
new look when it opens Tuesday.
The Board of Trustees allocated
funds to remodel the facility.
There are three phases to the
oroiect.
LAST YEAR, the administrative offices and the women's
health area were remodeled.
This year the acute care section is being enlarged. Another
examining room is being added,
bringing the total to nine in that
area. The waiting room also is
being remodeled.
The project will be completed
next year with renovation of the
heating and cooling systems and
remodeling of the front desk

I Coupons provide dining options
I

f)lBenedett0.

Hi432 E. Wooste

• a laboratory which can do any
work done by a family doctor.
"If (students) need lab work
done for a physician at home," it
can be run at the Health Center
and the results will be sent to the
physician, Navin said.

seeing a doctor.
• psychological services where
students may be referred by
their physician.
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Hair, Skin, and Nails Designers
i
i
10% OFF
i
Perms,
Cuts & Facials
i
i
with Judy
i 181 (BIS. Main
352-4101
i
352-4143
i
i Thru Sept. 10 with this coupon
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What appears to be a black
market to some - students selling coupon books at a lower cost
- really isn't.
According to Monna Pugh,
director of Residence Dining
Services, an "off-the-wall" sale
is not illegal and it allows students to pay only for what they
want to eat.
The present system requires
students living in residence halls
to buy four coupon books at $102
each.
Pugh said students are re-

quired to purchase a minimum
of four books because "that is
the minimum amount of support
the dining halls can survive on."
The cost of the coupon books
provides a foundation for anticipated costs of food, equipment
and utilities.
"Although the majority of the
students select the five- and sixbook plan," Pugh said, a fourbook minimum is the only way
everyone has a share of expenses."
Prior to 1971, the University
used a meal ticket system which
let students eat as much as they
wanted for a flat fee.

chasing students out of the residence halls," Rudd said. "The
policy was that if you lived on
campus, you ate in the dining
halls. Now this has changed,
giving students many more options.
He added students requesting
the two residence halls for this
reason usually do not have any
problem getting in them.

BUT THIS system found
lighter eaters subsidizing
heavier eaters and a lot of
waste, Pugh said.
According to Robert Rudd,
director of Housing, the campus
dining halls are self-supporting,
receive no state or federal funds
and do not operate to make a
profit.
Rudd said if students believe
the four-book minimum requirement is too high, "they're not
eating."
If a student prefers not to
participate in the meal plan,
Conklin and McDonald North
halls offer students the convenience of a residence hall with
no obligation to participate in
the program, he said.
"Before the current policy
was enacted, we were literally

THERE ARE, on the average,
about 140 men in Conklin and 175
women in McDonald North who
do not use the food coupon system, Rudd said.
Pugh said most of the students
who choose not to purchase coupon books are upperclassmen,
members of fraternities and sororities, or international students.

1021 S. Main
352-0123
Bowling (> if en. Ohio
Next to Varsity Lanes

NO. 1 PIZZA
AT BGSU

OPEN
Km.-ttKHi. ;..«»»..

M.iM.rM.-iip.B.

[Ipin
^ ^ family rrstaurant tf) '

FEATURING.. .
• Extensive Salad Buffet and Dessert Table
— Included with all dinners (over 60 items)
• Home Cooking — all prepared in our Kitchen
• Full line of Breakfast Specialties
• — Kids Menu available and Buckeye Cards
honored
• 18 Dinner Entrees at Affordable Prices
EVERY SATURDAY NITE ...

8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Call 372-0171

A*lilnmru
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At home? At a friend's?
In a hurry, or just hungry?
Domino's Pizza delivers
a hot, delicious pizza in
30 minutes or less.
Ciius.

5.99
1616

DINNER
FOR FOUR
TWO 12" ONE ITEM
PIZZAS PLUS 2 COLAS
FOR ONLY $7.99

7.W
FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
352-1539

1616
E. WOOSTER
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

I

wC
i ure tht store on the
corner of Main and Wobsler
wHe specialiu in
junior and Mines' fashions
Mill

tun

wC
. e offer manu personal services .
• Free Gift Wrap
• Alterations
• Charge Accounts
• Lay-Atoays
• Gift Certificates
• Monogramming
• Customer Special Orders
top in to see us...
bring this coupon and save

FREE
FRISBEE

352-1539

r

Children Under 10
$4.49

!

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
E. WOOSTER
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

101 South Main Street

elcomeyouto B.G.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
e
1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

f

These include soup, salad bar
and dessert buffet
— BREAKFAST SPECIALS —
B I 2 Eggs, 2 Bacon. 2 Pancakes or Toast t Coffee
1.79
B-2 2 Eggs, 2 Bacon, 2 Pancakes or Toast & Homef ries 1.79

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™
FREE.

I DINNER
! FOR TWO
| TWO 10" ONE ITEM
| PIZZAS PLUS
| COLA FOR ONLY $5.99

New York Strip Steak
650
All-You-Can-EatB.B.Q. Ribs 6"

Get a FREE FIESTA FRISBEE with your back-toschool haircut. Offer valid thru 9-8-84 or while
supply lasts, to all students 16 yrs. and under.
NO APPOINTMENTSJUST WALK IN!

Daily 8-8; Sal. 8-4
Sun. 10-5

Well Be Open Until 6 p.m. on Saturdays Starting Sept. 8, 1984
832 S. Main St.
(Next to Lane Drugs)
352-9763
tor you toed our strtn beds/
wt urn. ■wining ft

HAIR FASHIONS

OftEDKEN

20% off
Any Sweater or Jean
Good Through September 7th
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Labs aid in class preparation
By April McClellan
stalt reporter

When students enter college,
they are faced with a variety of
assignments from homework to
research papers. To successfully complete these assignments, students must master
basic reading, writing, math
and language skills.
The University has several
labs to help students brush up on
these skills.
Student Special Services, a
federally-funded academic support service, provides academic
assistance in the areas of reading, writing, math and study
skills, as well as academic advising and counseling.
The services are designed to
elevate the level of educational
opportunities for disadvantaged
students, said Patricia Hicks,
coordinator of advising.
Since Student Special Services
is funded by a federal grant,
students must meet federal
guidelines to be eligible for the
reading and math services.

Flying!

bg news/Susan Cross

Less than a mile (rom campus, on Poe Road in Bowling Green, sits the
Wood County Airport. Originally built in 1939 as a Naval flight training
facility for World War II, nowadays the airport Is used mainly for the
take-off and landing of small aircraft. Airport officials said
some parents transport their children by small craft rather than driving
into the traffic hassles of a college town like Bowling Green. A
flying club for recreational pilots is also housed by the airport.

Studying
requires
patience
by Patricia Ritter
assistant managing editor

If you crammed your way
through many a test in high
school and think those same
study habits will work in college,
be advised: they don't.
Hard-core cramming sessions
might barely get a student
through a class, but there are
less painful and more viable
options, according to Jack Taylor, acting director of the Developmental Learning Center.
Contrary to what many students think, he said good study
habits do not have to consume
every waking moment of the
d"*...inTaylor's tips on studying
clude establishing a regular
study time, being organized and
learning to say "no."
He said a student should establish a specific time to study
each day and be committed to
nothing but class work during
that time.
"Once you break a ritual, you
should feel guilty," he added,
"so this is the best tactic I've
found."
TAYLOR SAID it is necessary
to avoid procrastination during
study times. "If you say you'll
study from 2 to 4 in the afternoon, start at 2 not at 2:30,"
he said.
A long-range study plan also is
useful to a student with a heavy
class load and a busy schedule,
he said.
Taylor said if a student has
one week to read three chapters
for a class that meets three
times a week, he should read a
chapter one night, review it the
next, read the next chapter the
following night and so on until
the assignment is completed.
But discipline in this area does
not come easily and there are
many factors that can make it
difficult, Taylor said.
Students might succumb to
peer pressure during the first
semester, he said.
"YOU HAVE to avoid interruptions," Taylor said. "Your
friends will still like you even if
you have to study."
If a student gives in to the
pressure, it is then that a vicious
cycle can begin, Taylor added. A
student will procrastinate because he is afraid to turn down
his friends. Then, when he fails a
test, he will rationalize there
was not enough time to study.
Each individuaul must learn
to cope with these anxieties and
take control if he expects to do
as well as he can, Taylor said.
The Developmental Learning
Center, 101 University Hall, offers students academic strand guidance for better
habits through a study
and laboratories in
g, writing and mathematics. The center is open to all
students academically unprepared in these areas and use of
the facility is free.

"Students must either be firstgeneration college students,
which means neither parent has
graduated from college; must
nave low income, which is determined by many factors, or be
physically disabled," Hicks
said.
The Reading Laboratory, 101
University Hall, provides oneon-one instruction to improve
reading comprehension, vocabulary, study skills and speed. In

the lab, students are taught efficient techniques for studying,
reading, taking notes and outlining.
THE AMOUNT of participation is determined by each
student. Each instructor sets up
a program developed specifically to strengthen the student's
weakest skills, Hicks said.
The Reading Lab, directed by
Carla Hoke, will be open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Mathematics Laboratory,
100 University Hall, provides
both small group and individualized instruction in selected math
and math-related courses. Lab
specialists are J. Richard
Knaggs and Jack Logsdon.
Students can receive help
from the Math Lab on a walk-in
basis Monday through Friday 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Monday
through Thursday 6 p.m. to 9
p.m.
The University Writing Laboratory, 303 Moseley Hall, offers
supplementary instruction in
writing skills.
Assistants teach students to
proofread and edit effectively
and assist in writing essays,
research papers, short reports,
case studies and resumes. They
also help students with specific
Cblems such as spelling, punction, organization and sentence structure.
Any student at the University
is eligible to use the Writing Lab

on an appointment as well as
walk-in basis, Hicks said.
DIRECTED BY Vernice Cain,
the lab is open Monday through
Friday 8 a.m. to S p.rn.
For those students taking a
foreign language, the Language
Laboratory is available for assistance, said Diane Pretzer,
chair of the Romance Languages Department.
All students enrolled in basic
language courses are required
to attend the lab, 302-A University Hall, independently and as a
group. Language classes are

scheduled to attend and remaining times are open labs for students on a walk-in basis or by
appointment.
While in the lab, students listen to recorded material and
respond to it verbally or in writing, she said.
Pretzer said the exact hours
for the Language Lab have not
been set, but it will be open
mostly during the day with some
evening hours available.
The Language Lab is directed
by Stefania Frank.
The reading, math, writing
and language labs are all free of
charge.
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FREE PIZZA
"WE GIVE YOU mORE!"

Buy a largo
16" Pizza
Get a
medium 13"
FREE

Buy a medium
13" Plxza
Get a
Small lO"
FREE

With some number of items

With lamt number of item*
On* Coupon Pe- Pliza

On» Coupon Pe» Pliza

VOTED 6EST PIZZA IN B.C.
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203 N main

I^ZZO OPEN 4 p.m. 352-5166
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WHAT EVERY STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LEASING A TELEPHONE AND
LEASING A CHICKEN.

telephone will be shipped
directly to you after one
call to 1-800-555-8111,
or you can pick up your
phone at any of our AT&T
Phone Centers.
ONE FINAL QUESTION:
DOES IT COST THE SAME
TO LEASE A CHICKEN AS
TO LEASE A TELEPHONE
THIS FALL?

Yes, there are differences.
And we think you should
know what they are. Ask
yourself these questions.
WHEN YOU LEASE A
CHICKEN, DO YOU
GET THREi MONTHS
FREE DURING
THE SUMMER?

Probably not. But when
you lease your telephone
from AT&T this fall, you
won't pay any lease charges
next summer. You can use
your phone at home, and bring
it back to school in the fall.
DO LEASED CHICKENS COME IN A
SELECTION OF COLORS AND STYLES?
No. Chickens don't come in many colors.
But the AT&T telephone you lease this
fall comes in a variety of colors and
three popular styles.
ARE LEASED CHICKENS
REPAIRED FREE?

Don't kid yourself. Repairing a
chicken is a delicate process that requires the work
of expensive professionals. However, in the off chance your

AT&T leased telephone needs repairs, we'll fix it absolutely
free when you visit any of our AT&T Phone Centers.
ARE LEASED CHICKENS SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO YOU?

Ship a chicken? Don't be silly. However, your AT&T leased

Hardly. While we have no
hard data on the exact cost of
leasing a chicken, we can tell you
with some certainty that the cost
of leasing a telephone this fall is
far less than you might think.
The decision to lease a chicken
or a telephone, of course, rests with
you. But should you opt for the telephone, remember: you get three months
free next summer, and you can take the
phone home with you. There's a choice of
colors and styles, free repair, and we'll
jfo ship you the phone
or you can pick
it up at any
of our AT&T Phone Centers.
It doesn't cost much either. And
that's something to crow about.
AT&T Consumer Sales and
Service. To order your telephone,
call 1-800-555-8111 for delivery
right to your door or for information
concerning AT&T Phone Center
locations.

Toledo
5933 He«therdown«

AT&T
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Libraries provide research aid
According to Kathryn Thiede,
administrative assistant of library and learning resources,
Students may realize when Jerome Library is home to
their first research paper is due about 75 percent of the Universithat all the necessary informa- ty's total collection.
Included in the main library is
tion to complete the assignment
may not be housed on one floor - the University Popular Culture
maybe not even in one building. Library, located on the fourth
■fte University has two librar- floor. It contains popular fiction
ies, Jerome library and the and non-fiction materials of the
Prank C. Ogg Science and late 19th and 20th centuries.
Health Library in the Math Science building. And, the UniverWhen materials cannot be losity offers a shuttle service to cated in Bowling Green, the
the libraries at the University of University libraries offer a shutToledo and the Medical College tle service to some nearby uniof Ohio.
versities.

by Patricia Rltter
assistant managing editor

The Wood County Public Library, 2S1 N. Main St. Bowling
Green, also welcomes University students.
Jerome Library is located
next to Memorial Hall and
houses a number of departments.

The Guttenberg Express II
offers a more effective and
speedy sharing of collections
between the University and surrounding schools, Theide said.
The van service begins Sept. 4
and trips are made Monday
through Friday. The runs depart

from the east door of Anderson
Arena at 8:30 a.m. and 2:45 p.m.
and return at 10:15 a.m. and4:30
pjn.
Tickets to ride the shuttle may
be purchased for $1.50 at the
main circulation desks of Jerome Library and the University of Toledo library.
JEROME LIBRARY has'a
map library on the first floor
containing maps, atlases and
other reference and travel
materials.
The University Music Library
on the third floor features a
collection of recordings, sheet
music and books about music.
Other areas of the library include the Curriculum Resource
Center which contains juvenile
books, curriculum guides and
teaching kits; the sound recording archives on the third floor
which has nearly 200,000 recordings; and a government documents section on the fourth floor
which contains publications as-

THURSDAY
STUDENTS WITH VALID IDS
ONLY 12.00

People Helping People
7:30
9:30

Peek
Before
You Pay

WED. - ADULTS $2.00 KIDS $1.00
SAT. I SUN. MATINEES S2.00
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50 KIDS $2.00

Tte

NEVEHENWNG

AT 7:30 »

9:15

Irol

22222

THE PUBLIC library often is
used by University students as a
study place or for magazine
research, she said.
Audiovisual equipment also is
available at the public library
and may be used with a library
card, Kecskes added.

United Vfey

An adventure
beyond time.

delphia
fuaeat U52

sembled by the government.
Jerome Library also has periodicals and microforms on the
first floor. However, science periodicals are located in the Math
Science library.
The Math Science library contains materials related to biology, chemistry, astronomy,
computer science, geology,
health, mathematics, medical
technology and physics.
While the materials at the
Wood County Library are not
geared toward University
course research, several University students take advantage
of its facilities, according to
Trudi Kecskes, assistant and
childrens' librarian.

r VIDEO MOVIES TO GO
••**•***•**••*•••»***»*»*•»***»**

Video Recorder Rentals
with your choice of movies

Snaak Previews. Find out which new movies are must sees
and which are dogs of the week. Neal Gabler and Jeffrey
Lyons help you get your movies worth with revealing film
clips and lively debate.

H

The VIDEO SPECTRUM
128 W. Wooster
352-4171

FIRST UNITED
METHODIST
CHURCH
Ministering with both Campus and Community

AT&T
IS REACHING OUT TO YOU
NOW YOU CAN LEASE A
PHONE FROM AT&T.
Sets Available As low As

1506 EAST WOOSTER STREET
at the Southeast corner of the BGSU Campus

WORSHIP
9:30 & 11:00
CHURCH SCHOOL
9:30
(for all ages. Including college class)
PASTORS:

Hair, Skin.and Nail Designers

10% OFF

Perms, Cuts, Manicures &
1 Sculptured Nails with Annette
1 181 (B) S. Main
3524101
or 3524143
Thru Sept. 10 with this coupon
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FRANK SALES, INC.

ijour J4ead

TV & APPLIANCES
"Home of Quality"
891 S. Main

Hours: Mori., Thura., & Fri. 9-9
Tues., Wed., Sat. 9-6

KLOTZ
FLOWER
FARMS
Welcomes Back
All BGSU
Students

ROBERT F. SINKS

"located for
65 reputable

PRISCILLA POPE—LEVISON

a congregation known for:
the quality of our worship,
the inspiration of our music and preaching,
and our continuing ministry with students.

i cme iiwumgement

Si 50
*I
Per Month
At

Bowling Green

Phono: 353-0682

THE UNIVERSITY
Bookstore not only offers
textbooks, reference books
and school and art supplies,
but greeting cards, health
and beauty aids, a film developing service and more.
The bookstore accepts personal checks with two pieces
of identification, Mastercharge, Visa and University
charges, which can be obtained through the Bursar's
office.

BEE GEE Bookstore sells
much more than just books
and accepts personal checks
with identification, Mastercharge and Visa.
Students can receive a refund on textbooks for 10 days
after the first day of classes.
No refunds will be issued after that date, Purdy added.
The Student Book Exchange also will have extended hours, said Steve
Donnelly, SBX manager.
The bookstore, located at
530 E. Wooster Ave., will be
open Aug. 27 from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. and Aug. 28 and 29
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Regular
business hours will resume
Aug. 30 Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Students can purchase new
and used textbooks, school
supplies, T-shirts and BGSU
souvenirs. SBX accepts personal checks, Mastercharge,
Visa and University charges.
The last day to get a refund
for unwanted textbooks at
SBX is Sept. 10.

niimvis.il v
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For most students the start
of a semester means new
classes, new teachers and
new books.
There are three bookstores
on or near campus where
University students purchase
textbooks.
The University Bookstore,
ground floor of the Student
Services building, will have
extended hours this week to
better accommodate students.
Hours will be today from
noon to 6 p.m.; Aug. 27,28 and
31 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Aug.
29 and 30 from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m.; and Sept. 1 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.. said John Buckenmyer, bookstore manager.
It will be closed Sept. 2 and
3 for Labor Day, but will
reopen Sept. 4 from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m.
He added regular business
hours begin Sept. 5. The
bookstore will be open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. andSaturday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
The last date to get a refund
on unwanted books from the
University Bookstore is Sept.
18, Buckenmyer said. After
that day, no refunds will be
issued on textbooks.

There are also two
bookstores off campus that
carry textbooks and school
supplies.
The Bee Gee Bookstore, at
1424 E. Wooster Ave., will be
open Aug. 27 and 28 from 8
a.m. until necessary, said
Paul Purdy, manager.
Other hours are as follows:
Aug. 29 and 30 from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Aug. 31 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The Bee Gee
Bookstore will be closed Sept.
3 for Labor Day and will
reopen Sept. 4 from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. Regular hours will begin
Sept. 5 when the store will be
open Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Channel 57/27
WBGU-TV

COUPON
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by April McClellan
stall reporter

Thursdays at 8 p.m.

Over 1400 Movies to Choose From
Advanced Reservation Advised
Rent a VCR & 4 Movies
For $30.00 and Receive
A Free Movie Rental

Three bookstores
open to students

Hours
8-5 M-F
8-4 SAT.
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Wat tSU 2),, . $7.50
TELEPHONE
352-7658

190 S. MAIN ST.
MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON

BOWLING GREEN

WELCOME ALL NEW AND CONTINUING STUDENTS
TO BOWLING GREEN
If you're currently an AAA member please stop in and visit our office.
Those of you not members, consider joining today. An AAA membership wilt give you that peace of mind this winter. Here are just a few
of the benefits you'll receive...
•
•
•
•
'

24 Hr. Emergency Road Service
Bail Bond Protection
AAA Travel Agency
American Express Travelers Cheques
Tourbooks - Maps - Triptiks Camping Ouides - and much more
Truly a valuable Card to have in your wallet as a newly independent
adult - of any age.
Cal or visit us soon!

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
414 E. Woostsr. BG
354-2511

®
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KnOW rules: Fines increase for all parking violations
Parking and Traffic Services probably is among the
less popular University offices, since a run-in with the
department usually results in
a fine for a parking or traffic
violation.
Jean Yarnell, associate director of Public Saftey, said,
however, most students, especially freshmen, could
avoid the parking ticket pitfall if they had more knowledge of the system and its
rules.
Any student living on campus and planning to keep a
car here must register the
vehicle within 48 hours of
their arrival or face a $35 fine
if the vehicle is ticketed.
You can register your car at
the Public Safety building between Hanna Hall and the Commons. Students are given a map
and a complete list of parking
regulations at the time of registration.

Here are a few of the most
common parking violations:
• Vehicles must be headed
into a parking space, not
backed in.
• All commuter lots are
closed between 3 a.m. and 5
a.m. Monday through Friday.
Cars may be parked in visitors lots overnight.
• If a meter won't accept
coins and displays an incorrect amount of time, that
doesn't mean you can park
there all day and get away
with it. You may still get a
ticket and should report the
broken meter to Parking and
Traffic Services.
• If you have a physical
disability such as a sprained
ankle or broken leg, you can
get a special parking permit
allowing you to park closer to
classes. But, you'll have to fill
out a permit form at Public
Safety and show medical verifiction.

Parking Services has made
several changes in on-campus
parking regulations this year.
It is now possible to park on
campus without a parking
permit as long as students
park in metered zones. However, most metered zones are
for short-term parking,
according to Yarnell, who
said the change was made to
give people coming to the
University for a short time a
place to park without needing
registration.
"Some people come here
for only one class a week and
it would be ridiculous to ask
them to pay a parking registration fee, she said.
"Students living off-campus tend not to register their
cars," she added, "and the
new rule would allow them to
park on campus for a short
time without the fear of a $35
fine."
Students wishing to park on

campus for several days or
weeks, but not for the entire
(ear. can register their car
or that time and don't have
to buy a registration decal.
Parking and Traffic Services
provides a temporary permit
available for up to four weeks
of parking.
If you are ticketed for a
parking violation on campus
this year, it will probably cost

you more than it did last year
since most fines have Been
increased.
The following fines have
been increased:
• Expired meter - $2.
• Failure to register vehicle
-$35.
• Parking in two spaces -$5.
• Parking in a loading zone
for more than 20 minutes $15.

• Blocking a driveway or
lot entrance - $25.
• Unauthorized parking in a
reserved space - $15.
• Parking in a closed or
restricted area - $15.
• Parking in a loading dock
-$25.

Vehicle registration needed
Students bringing their bicycles or cars on campus take
note. Registration of these vehicles is mandatory.
Registration of bicycles in
Bowling Green is required by a
city ordinance. Not to worry,
though, the price of bicycle registration is only $1 and is valuable in recovering a lost or

ggggggfrgggggggggggggg

day through Friday 7 a.m. to S
p.m. and beginning Sept. 1, Saturday and Sunday 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Registration for cars used by
on-campus and commuter students entitles parking in designated lots. A map of these lots
can be picked up at the Public
Safety building.

stolen bicycle.
Car registration is more expensive. A parking decal costs
$25 and is valid for parking for
the school year.
Registering your car or bike
can be done by stopping at the
Public Safety building. The
hours are 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Effective Aug. 29, hours will be Mon-
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WaCOMEBACK

Bowling Green
Covenant Church

SPECIAL!!!

*******************************

WELCOMES
BACK

Long Stem

WELCOMES STUDENTS
RED ROSES $fi Art
BACK
Fancy
12* INCome see us tor floor shirts, Fraternity f E CARNATIONS $5.OODOZ
Sorority pledge shirts, and party shirts.
We also have party favors.

The Students of
B.G.S.U.
"To an evangelical. Spirit-filled, caring community"

Worship Sendees
Every Sunday

• Decal not facing the driving lane (usually backing in)

8:45 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Prout Chapel

^T*
434E.WOOSTER >A
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \p

11 2 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

419/354-3098

(serving the campus since 1974)
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Special Trial Pack

Fujicolor
HR10013512 Exp.
SAVE

SUBS— 17 Varieties
Mini Burgers

j
yfr

WELCOME BACK

Film

good thru 9/8/84

97*

Roll

Get a 60-minute
KIS that lasts a
III wl III IVTB
Ptiotodeveloong
at competitive prices. Don't n«ed it in 1 hour, save money and use same day or
over night service. Choose size 3 1/2x5 • 4x6 - 5x7 and gloss or matte finish

Ben Franklin's NEW

KIS 1-Hour
Photo Processing

THE END RESULT BEGINS WITH
DEXTER'S QUALITY

Donor's ben a special way of turning a submarine sandwich into a
delicious meal And they narvo 17 different varieties to choose tiom on
buns baked bosh that same morning Oom Dexieis own bakery In addition
to subs Dexter s offers its own special Teias Style" chili, tasty
minlbuigers. and lupei sundaes ^^^^^

\MM\SB <§>

You get fantastic prints fast on Kodak paper. Bring in your 110.
126,135 or disc film and 60 minutes later you get perfect
pictures. No waiting, no lost film, no excuses, because we do it
right in our store with the revolutionary Kis 1-Hour Photo
Processor. Enlargements and extra prints take only 6 minutes.

SUBS

SUBS-17 VARIETIES
Mm Burgers

l9fi$UL^<^

Ben Franklin
■On* °°« «counl pwcnoM per cu*om»*. pteaw
Kodt* • a (wgiMwa i»od*mar<« ol *%• (oilman KoOt* Company
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SUBS—17 VARIETIES

Mini Sugars

PHOTO
Size:

31/2x5
4x6
5x7

MINIM

ANY WHOLE SUB
EAT IN • CARRY OUT •
DELIVERY
We Deliver Mon.-Sat. 4-cloae Son
10-dose
Umrl 2 pet Customer

352-4497 352-9814
Not VaH With Other SpecWs

CM

I

SUBS-17 VARIETIES

UUXTl.tl'tV \E>

M,r

" **a*%
Ch*

FREE 32 oz. Pepsi

-50* OFF-

Better qualify for less!
154 S. Main St. Downtown B.G.

CM

W. •»■*• o.r I..-. (,».» d-h
▼
1 7 VARIETIES—MINIBURGERSCHIU-SUNDAES

1/2 Sub, Fries
& Small Drink
$1.95

With the purchase of
any two subs.
Umit: Two Free drinks

DELIVERY
SPECIAL ONLY
We deliver Mon S»t4-olo»e Sun.
10-ckM*

352-4497

352-9814

Not Vend with other epecMt
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City of Bowling Green has eventful history
Since 1870, Bowling Green has
been the center of Wood County
government. One of the city's
most familiar landmarks is the
Wood County courthouse, built
between 1894 and 1896 and restored between 1978 and 1981.
Big cities such as New York
and Chicago have catchy nicknames like the "Big Apple" and
the "Windy City." Although
Bowling Green may not be as
bis, it also has a nickname, the
"Crystal City."
The city received this title
because it was once a major
location for glass factories. Af-

oy Mike Mclntyre
toll reporter

Research of the University
and all it has to offer was probably a high priority for incoming
freshmen before deciding to attend Bowling Green, but learning about the history of the city
which lends its name to the
University was probably overlooked.
Bowling Green was first settled in 1833 and was incorporated and officially became a
city in 1855 with Dr. W.G. Lamb
as the city's first mayor.

ter the discovery of natural gas
in Bowling Green about 1884, the
city began to offer "free gas for
factories." The lure of this free
gas and free land brought glass
manufacturers flocking to open
businesses here. Fire, bankruptcy and the inevitable diminishing of the natural gas supply
eventually forced glass companies to close shop and move.
A national business also made
Bowling Green its home.
The H.J. Heinz company
opened a plant in Bowling Green
in 1914. While the vegetablegrowing company remained in

the city, finances were good.
Jobs created and city revenue
from income taxes made the
Heinz company a valuable business. The city's economy was
hurt when the company closed
its Bowling Green plant in
March 1975.
The city may not be high on
the list of speaking engagements
by U.S. presidents and presidential candidates, but more
than a few have stopped here.
Presidents who nave visited
the city include Warren Harding, Theodore Roosevelt, William Taft, John Kennedy,

Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford.
Only Ford and Taft spoke in
Bowling Green while in office.
Seven vice presidents, including Roosevelt, Nixon and Ford,
have visited. The others are
Spiro Agnew, Nelson Rockefeller, Walter Mondale and George
Bush.
Although Bowling Green was
dubbed the "Crystal City," it
could have been fittingly named
the "Fire City" because fires
have been common in Bowling
Green since the late 1800s.
Three of the city's largest
fires came at one-year intervals

in 1887, 1888 and 1889. These
blazes accounted for the destruction of most of the downtown area. More recent fires
include a 1956 blaze that gutted
the Montgomery Ward building
and threatened other downtown
businesses and a 1980 fire which
destroyed most of the former
H.J. Heinz plant.
Bowling Green even has a Dit
of cops and robbers heritage.
City folklore contends that notorious bank robber "Pretty Boy"
Floyd was involved in a shoot
out with lawmen in downtown
Bowling Green on April 16,1931.

USG officers request student input, freshman involvement
For those students anxious to erning body specifically for unget involved in University activ- dergraduates. It consists of two
ities, Undergraduate Student executive officers, five cabinet
Government is ready for imme- members and 30 representatives.
diate input.
"There are 10 organization
Bob Wade, president, said representatives, 10 on- and offUSG is a student-operated gov- campus district representatives

AT&T
IS REACHING OUT TO YOU
NOW YOU CAN LEASE A
PHONE FROM AT&T.

and 10 at-large representatives," Wade said. "The freshmen will be well represented."
Wade said USG offers services
such as Dial-a-Ride and is open
to suggestions for the formation
of new student services.

n

"We need freshman involvement to have USG work. The
desire to help and concern for
other students is what USG is all
about," Wade said.
He said USG gives students
representation on every school

WELCOME STUDENTS

Hamburgers
Chili Dogs
Tacos
Burritos
Soup

Bar-B-Q Ribs
Bar-B-Q Chicken

10 different Subs
Salads
Daily Lunch Specials

1 5° Per Month
At

Shakes * Malts * Floats * Sundaes
Free Delivery - $3.°° Minimum

FRANK SALES, INC.

BJ's FOOD EMPORIUM

TV & APPLIANCES

143 E. Wooster St.
Phone 352-7603
Give us a try and you'll want more!

"Home of Quality"
891 S. Main
Hours: Mon., Thurs., & Fri. 9-9
Bowling Green
Tues., Wed., Sat. 9-6

h

II

Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers

Cuts, Perms, Facials & Makeup
demonstrations with Kathy
181 (B) S. Main
3524101
3524143
Thru Sept. 10 with this coupon

MM

EVERYTHING FOR LESS AT
U SMALL

UTS

BUYOUTS! LIQUIDATIONS! CLOSEOUTS! OVERSTOCKS!

SAVE 30% TO 70% AND MORE

Back to college means more than just books. There s the dorm room
to fix up or an apartment to furnish. The car has to be kept running
through one more term. Plus all those personal items you forgot. At
Big and Small Lots we re waiting to help with rock bottom, student
size prices on everything from Health and Beauty Aids to Automotive
items. Come on in and check us out and

Welcome Back B.G.S.U.!
DUE TO THE NATURE OF OUR BUSINESS. QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED.

MUSLIN SHEET SETS
with Pillowcase

Top sheet lealuftJ decorator piping. Pillowcases have Irench culls
and dacoralor piping 30" > Cotton. 70% Poiytsfer. Twin tin sels
come with I pillowcase lull size sett come with 2 pillowcases

77

7

TWIN
SIZE

|

FULL
SIZE

UK

FEATHER-DOWN
BED PILLOWS

~fi'L i 1 /' r*
PHi'i'rn

m§^

Mew Ultra Feather lill ol crushed water lowl leathers
provides balanced support lor a resttul nights sleep

2
FOR

$g

QJUMn Sin
King Sin

STANDARD SIZE
Cotnp. to 9.90 M.

canp to 1195a
toi3««a...

CMP

VFM
.'/FOR

Ml
'13

WITH
CURTAIN
RIN6S

88

2

MAGNETIZED
VINYL
SHOWER
CURTAIN

Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9-9
Sun. 11-6
SALE Wed.. Aug. 29 thru
Sat.. Sept. 1. 1984

ary aspects of building the student Recreation Center and put
their ideas to the Board of Trustees," he said. "We also registered more students to vote last
Sear than any other school in
hio and informed the students
of the issues."

10% OFF

Sets Available As Low As
$

committee including the Board
of Trustees.
"Anything that affects the students will have a USG representitive," Wade said.
WADE SAID USG has several
notable accomplishments.
"USG worked out the budget-

818 S. Main, B.G.
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SPORTS
Brian McClure and Company. . .
The Record Book

Brian McClure

MAC record 466 passing attempts In 1983
MAC record 298 completions In 1983
MAC record 3,264 yards gained passing in 1983
BGSU record 16 touchdown passes in 1983
4,655 career yards gained passing
BGSU record .642 career passing percentage

Mark Dowdell
NCAA record 70 passes caught in 1983
BGSU record 13 passes caught vs. C. Mich In 1983
175 yards gained receiving in vs. C. Mich In 1983

Stan Hunter
BGSU record 1,107 yards gained receiving In 1983
63 passes caught In 1983
171 yards gained receiving vs. Brigham Young in 1983

Bowling Green junior quarterback Brian McClure
(above) attempts another pass in last year's recordbreaking season. Wide receiver Stan Hunter (22, far
right) and tight end Mark Dowdell (84. right) were on
the receiving end of many of McClure's passes as
they broke several marks themselves. The brains of
the whole operation, coach Denny Stolz (below), is
shown talking to flanker Dean Rutan (23) in a recent
practice.

Photos by
Susan Cross
University News Service

Shattering records with every pass
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Falcons picked to finish second in MAC
Potent offense to
spark new season
by Sieve Quinn

Only one football coach in the
Mid-American Conference
ranks among the nation's top 20
coaches and Bowling Green's
Denny Stolz holds that honor.
This year he will have his work
cut out for him as he has to find
replacements for three all-MAC
players.
Missing are punter Jim
Phelps, who decided to pursue a
career in professional baseball
with the Chicago White Sox and
forfeit a final year of eligibility,
linebacker Mark Emans, and
weak safety Martin Bavless.
Phelps earned all-MAC honors in each of the three years he
punted for BG and Stolz said
finding a replacement is a top
priority.
"The punting position is the
most unsure position on our
team," Stolz said. "It is the
number one personnel problem.
Right now Greg Johnson and
Mark Bongers are the two candidates, but no one has emerged.
They are flat even."
Both Bayless and Emans
were drafted by the National
Football League last April with
St. Louis selecting Bayless in the
fourth round and Green Bay
picking Emans in the 12th
round.
Look for Chris Hartman to fill
Emans' void while Junior College transfer Sean Dykes will
take over in Bayless' position.
ALSO MISSING in the defensive backfield will be Tony
Graham. Graham will miss the
season with a neck injury. Stolz
said he considered Graham his
top back going into this season.
Despite all the missing personnel on defense, the Falcon
mentor stills believes his defense is much-improved overall
from last year. The Falcons
have seven returners who
started at the end of the 1983
season, including tackle Stu
Tolle and linebacker Troy Dawson. Both earned all-MAC honors in 1983.
Other starters returning are
end Vince VUlanucci, strong

safety Dean Bryson, tackle Mike
Foor, comerback Melvin Marshall, and Hartman, who saw
action at end and linebacker last
year. Marshall was a second
team all-MAC pick last season.
Stolz, however, did admit
depth will be a problem. Only
three lettermen provide depth
for the Falcon defense.
Offensively, BG could be the
MAC's best with two-time allMAC quarterback Brian McClure guiding the offense.
Last season McClure, now a
junior, set BG, MAC and NCAA
passing records, while leading
BG to an 8-3 record. He owned
better overall statistics than
Boston College's Doug Flutie, a
Heisman Trophy finalist.
"There will certainly be a lot
of pressure on Brian," Stolz
said. "But he can handle it."
On the receiving end of McClure's passes will be tight end
Mark Dowdell, wide receiver
Stan Hunter and Dean Rutan or
junior college transfer Joe Boxley at flanker. Dowdell's 70 receptions last season put his
name in the NCAA record book
for most catches by a tight end.
The Akron native collected first
team all-MAC, and honorable
mention all-America honors.
HUNTER EARNED second
team all-MAC honors and holds
BG's record for yards gained
receiving in a season with 1,107.
The Falcons will look to Bernard White, another junior college transfer, for help in the
troubled tailback position,
where injuries and absentees
have left a void.
One reason for the success of
McClure is the offensive line,
probably the strongest group on
this year's team, where Stolz
said he finds much leadership.
"We hope to have great leadership fom our lineman," Stolz
said. "Brian Johnson (center),
Dean Hall (tackle) and Greg
King (guard) are our veteran
leaders."
Veterans Greg Meehan
(flanker) and Andre Jackson
(tailback) have yet to practice

JC transfer Dykes
inherits Bay less' job
by Marc Delph
spats editor

bg news/Susan Cross
Bowling Green safety Sean Dykes practices interceptions during a
recent practice. Dykes is a junior college transfer student who head
coach Denny Stolz believes can fill the void of BG graduate Martin
Bayless.

see FOOTBALL fxjge 30

On any given afternoon you
can stroll out to an empty Doyt
L. Perry Stadium, take a seat any seat - and think back to your
favorite moments and the biggest plays. If those are defensive
plays, chances are the graduated Martin Bayless is involved.
Bayless, a four-year starting
safety for Bowling Green, was
one of the greatest players to
don a Falcon uniform. His 27
career interceptions record may
never be broken. And Bayless
was given just reward last April
when the St. Louis Cardinals
drafted him in the fourth round.
Yes. the ghost of Bavless will
defend the Falcon endzone forever. But, who are you gonna
call to fill the tremendous pair of
shoes on a Saturday afternoon.
Not the Ghostbusters. Not an
unexperienced freshman. You
call upon the junior college
ranks. And that is exactly the
route BG took this season to try
and replace Bayless.
The man on the spot - Sean
Dykes - a 5-foot-10. 170 pound
junior defensive back from
Eastern Arizona Junior College.
Dykes has been tabbed as the
starter at the weak safety position, Bayless' former position.
SO WHAT IS A ball player
from New Orleans, who played
football in Arizona, doing in BG?
Mainly through the courtousy of
one particular coach, according
to Dykes.
"Coach (Tim) McConnell
(BG's defensive coordinator and
junior college scout) was real
generous to me when he was
recruiting me," Dykes said. "I
was involved in a little bit of a
recruiting battle, and coach McConnell was the difference between myself going to some
other school."
Dykes did not know or had
never heard of Bayless until
coming to visit BG last winter.
But it was Bayless himself who
showed his future successor
around campus and introduced
him to many of the Falcon team

members;
AND WHEN it was time to
pass out jersey numbers to the
new members. Dykes, ironically, received number "15,"
the number worn by quess who?
But Dykes said he doesn't want
to be compared to Bayless.
"We probably have different
styles and ways of playing the
position," he said. ''He was a
great player, and all I can do is
play my best."
Bayless, among others, was
the backbone to another reason
why Dykes chose BG over another school - a winning tradition.
"I've never been on a real
winning team like Bowling
Green, he said. "We (Eastern
Arizona JC) were the type of
team that could have won big,
but we never did."
Though this year's addition of
BG football looks as strong as
it's ever been, the secondary is
one of the areas that is suspect,
according to coach Denny Stolz.
However, Dykes said the secondary will be stronger than
many ^ive it credit.
"I think we're real strong," he
said, "especially at the .-orners
(which features the return of
Melvin Marshall, a secondteam, all-MAC selection last
season)."
So when when you see number
"15" roving BG's secondary this
fall, not to worry, you haven't
seen a ghost, it's just Sean
Dykes.

Martin Bayless

COLLEGE JUNIORS
AND SENIORS
Tuition Assistance

Available at your favorite
tavern or carryout.

The Navy is seeking exceptional students with the
necessary physical and personal qualifications to enter
our Nuclear Propulsion Officer (NUPOC) Program. Navy
Nuclear Officers have the critical responsibility of managing our nuclear submarines and surface ships and their
associated engineering plants.
Students eligible for the NUPOC program can receive:
* $1,000 per month for up to 24 months before
graduation plus a $3,000 signing bonus.
* Starting salary of over $24,000 increasing to over
$46,000 after four years.
* Six months graduate level study in engineering in
Orlando, Florida.
* Full medical and dental coverage even while in
school.
This is not ROTC and your only responsibility is to
continue your education to graduation. To qualify you
must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 26, pursuing a
bachelor's or master's degree, have completed at least
one year of calculus and physics with a "B" average or
better overall. Students majoring in engineering, physics,
math and chemistry preferred.
Call NAVY at: 216-676-0490 or toll-free, 1-800-362-1007.
or send a letter and transcripts to:
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
Interport Plaza III
16101 Snow Road
Brookpark, Ohio 44142
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Controversies spoil AD's summer Stolz on nation's
by Marc Delph
spats eOiicx

Last May Bowling Green athletic director Jack Gregory
kicked off his shoes, put his feet
upon his desk, leaned way back
in his swivel chair and looked
back on a very successful athletic campaign at BG and anticipated a very relaxing summer.
Then the bottom fell out.
Two of the biggest earth shakers to hit the Mid-American Conference in years turned
Gregory's hours of golf on Forrest Creason Golf Course to
hours of meetings with his conference peers.
First there was the Supreme
Court decision, coming on the
heels of action filed by football
powerhouses Oklahoma and
Georgia, that declared unconstitutional the NCAA's ruling over
television rights of each Division
I-A school. The new rule called
for a virtual free-for-all, allowing the universities to make
their own TV contracts.
THIS FALL, Saturday afternoon football fans will have a
much larger selection of games

to watch than ever before.
Sound great, sports fans? Not
if you're an athletic director for
any of the many small schools,
like BG, in Division I-A. Now
that the networks hold the trump
card, they pay Just about what
they want to televise a game,
whereas the millions of dollars
were divided among the members under the old NCAA plan.
The MAC wasted little time in
signing a contract with Sports
Time Cable, an outfit from St.
Louis, Mo., owned by AnheuserBusch. The contract calls for 12
conference football games to be
televised this fall in seven states
(in Ohio but currently not in the
Bowling Green area, though
three Falcon games will be televised this fall). But, as expected, the league will make
considerably less money this
season than in the past. And last
season there where no MAC
games on TV.
"We were better off under the
NCAA's plan," Gregory said.
"When Bowling Green was on
TV two years ago against Miami
we had $650,000 to divide
amongst the members. With

Sports Time we will divide
$250,000."
What it all boils down to is that
Georgia and Oklahoma, who are
also expected to make less
money this year, made ABC,
CBS and all the other participating networks the winners, and
the schools - with the exception
of a handful of notibles - the
outright losers.
The second bit of trouble
came from right here in MAC
City, which rhymes with pity,
and the members did not have
any at all for lowly Eastern
Michigan.
But why should a conference
show pity for a school whose
terrible attendence record could
jeopardize the status of the
THE HURONS have fallen
way short of the NCAA criteria
to maintain I-A status. A school
must have a 30,000 capacity football stadium and draw 17,000 per
game in at least one out of every
Four years; or draw 20,000 fans
at both home and away games.
EMU averaged only 8,000 fans
per game last season in a home
stadium which seats only 22,000.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Top 20 coaches list

With the above for backing
and the NCAA breathing down
the necks of the MAC, the conference decided 7-2-1 in favor of
an ultimatum to drop EMU's
football program completely or
expelling them from trie conference.

There's a touch of a smile
and a few modest words when
Bowling Green's Denny Stolz
reflects back upon the first 16
years of his successful college
coaching career.
"A lot of great wins and a
few heartbreaking losses
have come and gone, I
guess," Stolz said when he
considered his place among
the nation's top twenty football coaches still active in the
collegiate ranks.
STOLZ BEGINS his eighth
season at BG, where he is the
dean of the Mid-American
Conference coaches. With a
90-70-2 record as a college
head coach, Stolz' .562 winning percentage ranks 19th on
the list which is topped by
Oklahoma's Barry Switzer
(.827).
"It's thrilling to be associated with the best 20
coaches," Stolz said. "It's an
example of a lot of hard work
over the last 16 years and a

"We (The MAC) have made a
committment to fielding a Division I-A football conference,"
Gregory said. "And the decision
just followed the committment."
But, before EMU could give
its football uniforms to the Salvation Army, the NCAA told
MAC commissioner Jim Lessig,
through a telephone conference,
that the league could play out its
fall schedule this season and
determine the fate of Eastern
Michigan at the end of the season, without endangering the
status of the conference.
COMING INTO the 1984 season, six of the 10 MAC schools
had met the standard for Division I-A. For the conference to
remain that way, a majority of
the 10 teams had to meet the
regulation.

real committment to the
game of football.
Stolz has compiled a 37-41-1
record at BG in his first seven
years, including a 15-8 mark
since 1982. The Falcon program boasts the best record
in the MAC (14-4) over the
last two seasons.

Denny Stolz

WELCOME BACK!
The Student Book Exchange
wishes to extend a warm welcome
to all new and returning students.

Sat. 9-5
Mon.- Fri. 9-5:30

SBX
530 E. W00STER
led hours for rusi

352-3551

OPEN DAILY 4 P.M.

HOME OF THE FALCONS

-STOP III AID SEE US FOR JILL
YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND DOOKS.
Hours are:

FREE DELIVERY

353-7732
352-0215

W
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OFF

$1.50 OFF

1 Extra Large Pizza
with 2 items

1 Large Pizza
with 2 items

352-3551

l

»- — — ------r.

352-3551

!

_l

$1 OFF

I

1 Medium Pizza
with 2 items

!

352-3551

I

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS.' J
FALL 1984
Student Recreation Center

r

fi>

Something for Everyone!
Water Sports
Raquetball
Squash
Tennis
Nautilusand Universal
and More!
A
Fall Student Recreation Center Hours:
7:00 AM to Midnight
Monday thru Thursday
7:OOAM to 10 PM
Friday
9:00 AM to 10 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM to Midnight
Sunday
Fit For All Aerobics
Stretch and Flex
Weight Room Awareness
Water Aerobics
Scuba

Memberships Available For More Information
>»■»■■««»»■■»«•>•••«

Call 372-2711
3/

■■
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Falcon soccer team looks to youth
and experience for successful year
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

The season hasn't started yet
and injuries have begun to
plague Bowling Green's soccer
team.
The Falcons will miss senior
midfielder Drew Dawson for the
entire season as he suffered a
knee injury over the summer.
BG head coach Gary Palmisano
red-shirted Dawson and can look
forward to the return of his
midfielder next season.
But the absence of Dawson's
experience will definitely be noticed. Since his freshman year
the Akron native had played in
every game, making him the
only senior on the Falcon squad
to play in all 58 games over the
three-year period.
Also suffering a knee injury
during the summer was junior
striker Dennis Wesley. Wesley is
still recovering from surgery
and is conditioning on his own,
but is not practicing yet.
In his first year with BG,
Wesley led the team in scoring
with 24 goals and four assists,
totalling 52 points. The South
African native gave Falcon opponents headaches throughout
most of the year, including a
four-goal performance against

Ohio State, in a 4-3 Falcon victory.
GRADUATING FROM last
year's squad are strikers Bill
Roberts and MJaden Medancic,
fullback Bart Markel, and two
time all-American Neil Ridgway. Ridgway is now enjoying a
career of professional soccer
with the Las Vages Americans.
He was also the nation's only
two time all-American last year.
Despite the injuries and loss
of graduating seniors, there is
still some good news left for the
Falcons.
Returning is the entire starting backfield, consisting of Pat
Kenney, Tod Johnson, Pete Tately, Joe Barros, and goalkeeper
Kim Bucher. Bucher and Kenney will serve as BG's co-captains this year with Kenney
holding that position last season
as well.
It was this defense that led the
Falcons to an impressive 16-3-1
record, the best in BG history.
"We are very solid in the
backfield," Palmisano said.
"Our goalkeeper Kim Bucher is
probably one of the best in the
(Mideast) region, if not the nation."
In the midfield, BG has one
experienced returner in senior
Kurt Davis, but sophomore Nan

<T

Chul Shin, who saw spot action
last year, should start In the
center midfield postion replacing the void left by Ridgway.
Newcomer Bert Westin should
see some action in Dawson's
place.
"Last year Nan was physically capable, but he was -not
ready to play because of culture
changes, Palmisano said about
the Korean native. "This year
he has made the adjustments.
He has really come around in
the last three or four days."
UP FRONT will be strikers
Mark Jackson, Gary Mexicotte.
who will replace Medancic, and
Wesley. Jackson and Mexicotte
Elaced third and fourth, respecvely, in team scoring last year.
The Falcons will need everyone of their veterans this year to
attack this season's schedule.
"Last season we had a very
competitive schedule," Palmisano said. "This season we have
an extremely competitive
schedule. Anywhere from nine
to 11 of the teams could easily be
in the top 20."
BG will on the road for two
tournaments (the Budweiser
Classic at Akron and the Mayor's Cup at Oneonta, N.Y.).
They will also face two-time
national champion Indiana and

Kwerhouses Akron and Cleveld State on the road at midseason.
The Falcons will host Wisconsin-Green Bay, who qualified for
the national tournament last
Eear, Evansville, and a tough
livision HI Ohio Wesleyan during the season.
JOINING THE veterans will
be 11 newcomers hoping to continue BG's success from last
year, and Palmisano holds those
hopes.
''We want to focus on two key
areas," Palmisano said of this
season. "1) How much leadership and responsibility can the
veterans take on. 2)How quickly
can the freshmen develop into
our program.
"Right now we have a very
solid senior class and a very
solid freshman class, but we are
thin in numbers in between."
Besides a strong freshman
class BG got one other boost to
its program when Charlie McSpiritt joined Palmisano as an
assistant coach. McSpiritt
comes from the University of
Connecticut, where he was an
assistant coach for two year«.

AIR FORCE
ROTC —

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
For your future housing needs...

See Winthrop Terrace for the best in housing.

HERE ARE THE FACTS
~f

&:

One & Two bedroom apts., furnished &
unfurnished
Locations on Palmer, S. Summit & Napoleon
Rd.

When you're discussing something as important as your future, It's urgent that you get the straight
facts. .. and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an important part of your future. We would
like to outline some of the facts and invite you to look Into gathenng more.
It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly qualified, dedicated officers . men and women. It's a fact: we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's a fact: we're prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship
Get together with an AFROTC representative and discuss the program Well give you all the facts. It
could be pne of the most important talks you've ever had with anyone about your educational plans.

>^ /imiwnm :£>
ROTC

bg news/Susan Cross
Bowling Green's Peter Tately (6) gives the ball a swift kick in a re«.ent
practice. Looking on to the field is assistant coach Charlie McSpiritt.

For more information call: 372-2176
164 Memorial Hall
Bowling Green State University

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
Monday-Friday 9-5

352-9135
Evenings by appointment
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Sigma l\lu Rush! |
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* Nightly drink specials
Aug. 30
Sept. 4
Sept. 6

1

Meet t helbrothers Night
DiBen<;detto's Sub Night
Countryelookout Night
(with t hel ittle sis's)

Sept. 11 Mexiain Ilesta Night
Sept. 13 SundaeN ight
Sept. 18 Specia lBi others Dinner Night

*****

* Video's of you and your friends on $
Campus Every Mon. & Wed. Nights
|
* Wide Screen TV with MTV.

*

* Home of Triple Tuesday - 8-11 PM

{

* Dancing Nightly to your
Favorite music
* Home of Thursday Nite
Dimmers 8-10 PM

Anderson

* Completely Air Conditioned
Woost er

Open at 8 PM

Sam B's

EN

EN

$

BGSU #1 PARTY SPOT!!!
352-3703
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BG's Brodt
likes
9
harriers chances
Last season the men's cross
country team was picked to
finish fifth in the Mid-American Conference
championship and they finished second. With only two of
the top seven runners lost to
graduation and some good
depth this season, coach Mel
Brodt and his harriers are
looking to take it all this season.
This year's squad is top
heavy with upper class talent,
a definite plus for the Falcons, but, according to Brodt,
because none of them have a
championship under their
belts, they're not proven.
"We're a senior-laden
team, but not neccesarily proven,'* Brodt said. "They still
have to prove they are capable."
With 25 years of experience
as head coach at BG, Brodt
surely knows what he is talking about. However, he cannot deny he likes what he sees
in this year's team.
LEADING THE way will be
senior co-captains Dan Gruneisen and BG local Jeff Boutelle, both consistently in the
top five on the team last season. Brodt said he looks for a
lot of leadership from the two
seniors.
Other top senior returners
are Michael DeChellis, Gaetan Girard, Doug Hogrefe,
Bryan Malsam and Doug Sauers.

The sophomore and junior
class is also represented well
in such talent as Boutelie's
younger brother Dave, Tom
Pranek, transfer Dean
Monske and Scott Wargo.
Top freshmen recruits are
Scott Mercer and Todd Nichols.
The Falcons begin their
season on Sept. 8 in Columbus
against Ohio State and MAC
foes Toledo and Western
Michigan.
Brodt sizes up the conference by saying Ohio University as the team to beat this
season because of the talent it
possesed last season. The
Bobcats were favored to win
it last season also but they
were rocked with injuries late
in the season. They proved
themselves last season by
cleaning up at the Ohio Intercollegiate meet.
Miami snuck in and won the
league last season, but Brodt
said he feels they lost a lot to
graduation and transfers. He
tagged WMU as a potential
"sleeper" in the conference,
also.
This season the Falcon harriers will have an added insentive when they run in the
annual Ohio Intercollegiate
Champioships. Not only is it
being held in BG for the first
time, but the reason behind it
is in honor of Brodt and his 25
seasons at the helm in BG.

BG women seek unprecedented
fifth consecutive conference title
Bowling Green women's cross
country coach Sid Sink has had
the sneaking suspicion he is being followed, and each year the
footsteps get louder.
The truth is. Sink has coached
a team that has won the MidAmerican Conference
championship since its birth
four years ago. But each year
the league gets stronger and the
Falcons don't dominate the way
they used to. In fact, Western
Michigan has been tabbed as the
team to beat this season.
"I really like the challenge of
it," Sink, a former cross country
standout and track all-American
at BG, said. "The first two years
we walked away with it. This
year the conference is pretty
solid. That's the way it should
be. This year it is the most
improved ever.
Western Michigan is very
powerful, but not as deep as we
are. If they don't have any injuries, they will be difficult to
beat"
SINK AND his charges - an
incredible 30 strong - are not
about to bow out so easily. With
the large team and what he says
is a team with a lot of good
leadership, the Falcons will
challenge for the MAC crown
(held in Toledo this season on
Nov. 3).

Returning leaders include junior team captain Rosalie Cocita and Sara Collas, last year's
most valuable member and comost improved runner with teammate Pat Panchak. Sink said
Collas was even more improved
this season.

not red-shirt her last year but
may do so this season allowing
her one healthy season next
year.
THE FALCONS open up their
schedule in Toledo against the
Rockets on Sept. 8. They don't
return home until hosting the
Ohio Intercolleg Ia te
Championships on Oct. 6.
The OIC is one of the biggest
events on both the men's and
women's schedule every season.
This year an estimated 35 men's
and 25 women's teams are expected.
But if Sink had his choice he
said would rather win his fifth

consecutive MAC chamionship.
Another goal of Sink's is to qualify a team for the Nov. 19 NCAA
Championships, one a BG women's team has never done before. But first the Falcons must
finish in the top two in the District 4 meet the previous week.
"We have one of the hardest
districts to qualify for," Sink
said. "The major strength is the
Big Ten and they've been dominating in the'past. You really
need a top team to qualify."
Qualify or not, BG can be
happy it has had success no
other team in the conference has
enjoyed.

Others include Laura Murphy,
who is the BG women's track
team record holder in the 800
and 1,500-meter run; Cathy
Schenkel, the Falcons' top finisher in the conference
championship last year with a
fourth place finish and seniors
Laura Ryder and Pam Panchack. Sophomore Peggy
McVan is also expected to contribute.
Sink claims the freshman
"WELCOME BACK STUDENTS'
class is the one of the strongest i
he's had. Some of the freshmen i
members who could contribute j LAYER CUT
are Karyn Arko, Lori Grey,
Kathy Kubicki and Sherri Math- ■ 'CUT
Good:
ews.
■ • CONDITIONERS
Tues . Aug. 28 thru
One factor in overcoming the ■ • Does not include
Fri, Aug. 31, 1964
WMU nemisis will be the return
shampoo
of senior JoAnn Lanciaux. Lan(CLOSED
ciaux was injured last season
MONDAYS)
and did not run on the L
championship team and is quesLocated in Stadium View Shopping Center
tionable this season. She became an instant freshman
sensation and was two-time
MAC Champion her first two ' «n
»
Where Quality Comes First" „. „„„ .
Ph. 352-2566
seasons before the foot injury ■ 10am-6pm
stopped her last season. Sink did
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THE HAIR REPAIR

FOOTBALL
Date

Oppt.

Time

Sept. 8 Richmond

1:00

Sept. 15 atOkla. St.

1:30

Sept. 22

at Miami

1:30

Sept. 29 E. Mich.

1:00

Oct. 6

at Toledo

7:30

Oct. 13

W. Mich.

1:00

Oct. 20

N. III.

1:00

Oct. 27

atC. Mich.

1:00

Nov. 3

at Ball St.

1:30

Nov. 3

Ohio O.

1:00

Nov. 17 at Kent St.

1:00

MAC MEDIA POLL
Ta—

lat VoUa

Polnu

1. C. Mich.

(33)

433

2. BOSCI

(IS)

410

3. Toledo

(3)

340

4. N. III.

322

5. Miami

219

6. W. Mich.

212

7. Ball St.

157

8. Ohio U.

128

9. Kent St.

74

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.

C 1964 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wl
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Avoiding injuries keeps Kenney happy
by Steve Qulnn
jssislonl sports eQilor

After playing collegiate soccer for three years, nobody
needs to tell Pat Kenney the
importance of staying healthy.
The senior center back knows
the rewards of staying fit and
the consequences of an injury.
In his sophomore year Kenney
suffered a bruised heel while
playing on artificial surface
against the University of Dayton. The injury kept him out of
action for three weeks and he
watched his team go into a fivegame losing streak.
When he did return the Falcons defeated Evansville, a national tournament qualifier, 2-1.
But Kenney still remembers
that rough span.
"When you get injured you
tend to get more injuries," Kenney said. "When I hurt my heel I
tended to overcompensate and
that caused other injuries.
"This year my main goal Is to
stay healthy. We do a lot of
stretching before and after prac-

tice."
THE STRETCHING certainly
helped Kenney in his junior year
as ne played in all 20 games,
helping his team to 16-3-1 record,
and the rewards of remaining
injury-free were plentiful for
him.
In the Lowenbrau Classic at
Green Bay, Wis., Kenney earned
the award for Outstanding Defenseman. He scored one of the
Falcons' four goals in the tourney, helping his team capture
first place.
At the season's close Kenney
was recognized as one of the
state and region's top defenders
as he collected all-Ohio and allMideast honors.
Even his teammates recognized his ability when they
elected him co-captain in his
junior year and re-elected him
co-captain for a second year,
joining goalkeeper and Centerville High teammate Kim
Bucher.
Last year Bucher credited
Kenney's ability to shut down
one of the nation's best forwards

FOOTBALL

(Ali Kazemaini) last year, leading BG to a 2-0 win over Cleveland State. Kazemaini was a
first round draft pick of the
Cleveland Force, a Major Indoor Soccer League team. But
Kenney marked Kazemaini and
shutout the number one draft
pick.
Kenney appreciates his role
as second-year captain, but says
the leadership has to come from
more than just him and Bucher.
"Being captain last year you
get a lot of respect from the
freshmen," Kenney said. "This
year my role should be lessened.
The leadership should come
from all of our six seniors. It
should be done as one unit."
HIS INDIVIDUAL goals
might be to remain healthy, but
the Dayton native still has one
team goal in mind - a trip to the
national tournament. Last year
BG fell one game short of qualifying when it dropped its final
game to Evansville, 2-1. If BG
had won they would have held
the number two spot in the Mideast region and received an au-

tomatic berth.
In trying to earn the bid, Kenney said the Falcons will stress
defense this year.
"The defense usually comes
together before the offense,"
Kenney said. "The offense takes
longer to jell. Most of the games
are one-goal games like '2-1 / 'iot
high scoring 4-3' games.
"You can't rely on the back
five for defense. It will have to
be a total team effort. When you
win the ball, you go as a unit."
Kenney admitted his team
will have to take the season one
game at a time, citing injuries to
teammates Drew Dawson and
Dennis Wesley. Dawson will
miss the entire season with a
knee injury and Wesley is still
recovering from knee surgery,
but should return for this season.
Despite some injuries on the
team. Kenney is still optimistic,
and barring any injuries, his
optimism and strong defensive
anilities could lead the Falcons
to another winning year and a
trip to the national tournament.

is The Univeristy of Neveda-Las
Vegas.

games before they face the Chippewas.
Included in that seven-game
stint will be a trip to Stillwater,
Okla., to take on preseason, nationally-ranked Oklahoma
State. The Falcons will open
their season at home against the
University of Richmond on Sept
8.
"I like the idea of opening at
home," Stolz said. "I think we
have only opened at home twice
since I started coaching here.
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because both are recovering cons to finish second behind
from knee surgery from last Central Michigan at the annual
year, and Stolz does not know MAC meetings. CMU received
when to expect either player. 33 first place votes and 433
BG will also miss the services of points while BG collected 15 first
tailback regulars Darryl Story, place votes and 410 points.
who was suspended from school
does finish at the top
for an alledged assault, and of Whoever
conference earns a trip to
Andre Fullwood, who has yet to thethe
California Bowl, a post-seareturn to the team.
son game that pits the winner of
DESPITE SOME adverse the MAC and the best from the
conditions confronting the Fal- Pacific Coast Athletic Associacons, the media picked the Fal- tion. This year's PCAA favorite

"I knew it was going to be
either us or them (CMU)," Stolz
said "Central plays us and Miami at home this year. They
(media) had to look for something to pick and that's what
theypicked."
BG will travel to CMU near
the end of the season and could
Brove to be the "big" game. But
le Falcons will have seven

*H£
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courtesy oWUniversity News Service
Bowling Green's Pat Kenney clears the ball in one of last years games.
BG finished the year with a 16-3-1 record.

Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
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10% OFF

FOOD MART

425 East Wooster St.
LOCATED ACROSS THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON THE RIGHT

Perms, Cuts, Makeup
demonstrations, Manicures,
Pedicures with Nicole
1181 (B)S. Main
352-4101
or 352-4143
I Thru Sept. 10 with this coupon

For the exceptional in cards, records,
gifts, etceterah, rah, rah!

OPEN 24 HOURS
•PARTY TRAYS'ICE
•BEVERAGES
•FRESH SANDWICHES
•FULL SERVICE DELI
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•GROCERIES

352-8723
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Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
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518 E. Wooster

352-7444

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
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$1.55
2-PIECE
MEAL
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MEAL
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We're looking for pilots, . navigators. . . missileers. . . engineers. . . math majors . . . people managers. . . doctors. . . scientists. . . journalists.. . and more.
And the Air Force ROTC program is a great way to get into a skill like one of these
which can help you Improve your leadership ability and your professional competence.
As a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you can be proud of the role you
play in your community and the contribution you make to your country's security.
You can know that you're doing something of importance, something with responsibility.
The Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you achieve these goals. As
an AFROTC cadet, you'll learn about leadership, management, and more. You'll
learn about benefits of being an officer later on, like an excellent salary, medical
and dental care, housing and food allowances, and 30 days of vacation with pay
each year. You'll discover a whole new world open to you in the Air Force. And
you can get there through AFROTC.
Look into it right away. You'll be glad you did.

For more information call: 372-2176
164 Memorial Hall
Bowling Green State University
low FeaturingFr.sh-Bakad Buttermilk Biscuit. Mad. From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Itentucky Fried Chicken

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
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BG athletics worth a closer look
Over the last few years
Bowling Green athletics have
adopted the name "Home of the
Champions," and rightfully so.
Over the last two years BG
athletic teams have won eight
conference titles and one
national crown.
During this time BG athletic
teams have given fans their
money's worth, and the
excitement is not limited to just
one sport.
•Two years ago freshman
Brian McClure led BG's football
team to its first trip to the
California Bowl, a game that
pits the Mid-American
Conference champion against
the winner of the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. Last year
McClure became the first MAC
player to pass for over 3,000
yards enroute to setting over a
dozen BG, MAC and NCAA
records and guiding the Falcons
to an ft-3 record. He holds the
NCAA record of passing yards
for a sophomore. Whether he
throws quick out patterns or a
bomb, he is certainly worth the
price of admission.
•Last year BG's hockey team
made two trips to Lake Placid,
N.Y., and captured a pair of
tournament titles. The first was
the Key Bank Tournament in
which BG defeated Cornell 6-4
and Clarkson 2-0. The second,

and most important, came just
three months later at the NCAA
tournament.
I was fortunate enough to
witness the 5-4 win over
Minnesota-Duluth in the
championship game which took
four overtime periods to win. It
was a game where two
freshman goalies (BG's Gary
Kruzich and UM-D's Rick
Kosti) came up with one clutch
save after another.
BEFORE BOTH teams would
begin the fourth overtime period
they received a standing ovation
from the capacity crowd at the
same ice arena that hosted the
game between the United States
and Soviet Union Olympic team
in 1980.

the longest game In college
hockey history.
•While the Falcon basketball
team did not win a conference or
national title, they did come up
with some victories against top
respectable teams. The first big
win came on the road against
Boston University. The
roundballers won another big
one the road, this time against
Ohio State. This year BG will
hostBU.
IN MAC competition, the
Falcons won two against second
place Ohio University and lost
two to MAC champion Miami by
a total of two points. They
earned a thira seed in the MAC
Toummament in Rockford, ffl.
Competitive athletics can also
be found in the in the nonrevenue sports.

sideline
Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor
The winning goal came with
just 2:49 remaining in the fourth
over time period. BG's Dan
Kane picked up UM-D's Matt
Christensen's deflected shot and
skated just across the blueline
into the Bulldog zone passing to
Gino Cavallini in front of the net.
Cavallini back handed the shot
past Kosti and gave BG its first
NCAA hockey title, thus ending

•In his sixth year as head coach
Gary Palmisano's soccer team
finished the season with its best
record (16-3-1) in 19 years of
existence. The team was also in
the Top 20 for eight weeks.
When they entered the Top 20,
the Falcons came up against
Indiana University ana out shot
them 11-10, but dropped a 2-1
decision in double overtime. IU
eventually went on to win its
second consecutive national
title.
BUT BG certainly did not

have its fans go home
disappointed very often, win or
lose, watching two-time allAmerican Neil Ridgway send a
corner kick to Dennis Wesley
and have Wesley put in one of his
24 goals was something anyone
watching the Falcons could look
forward to.
•BG's women's cross country
team has captured four
consecutive MAC titles with the
championship competition being
in existence (or as many years.
Former BG runner Sid Sink has
guided a team, comprised
mostly of walk-on runners, and
has continued to come up with
winners.
•One point spelled the difference
between a second MAC
championship for BG's
gymnastics team, but they have
definitely been one of the teams
on the rise at BG. Two years ago
the gymansts did capture a MAC
title, helping BG win six
conference titles during that
season. They also had one of the
toughest individual performers
in Julie Bender who came back
from back surgery to win a MAC
title in the overall competition.
The Falcons have had some
trouble in the past with
attendance, but if past history
says anything for the future,
attending some of these events
will not be a waste of time.

courtesy ol/Universifv News Service
Bowling Greens Dan Kane (7) celebrates a goal in one of last years
games. The Falcons went on to win a national championship in which
they defeated Minnesota—Duluth 5-4 in four overtimes.
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When you're discussing something as important as your future. It's urgent that you get the straight
facts . and that you understand them Air Force ROTC can be an important part of your future We would
like to outline some of the facts and invite you to took into gathenng more
It's a (act the Air Force needs highly qualified, dedicated officers
men and women It's a fact we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines Its a fact we're prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship
Get together with an AFROTC representative and discuss the program Well give you all the (a»:ts It
could be one of the most important talks you've ever had with anyone about your educational plans
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For more information call: 372-2167
164 Memorial Hall, Bowling Green
State University
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SII.ADHJM'COI.LECE RINGS
Vbur college ring is now more affordable than ever. Save on an incredible
variety of Stadium ring styles with custom features that express your taste
and achievements. Each Siladium ring is custom made, with careful attention to detail. And every ArtCarved ring is backed by a Full Liletime Warranty. Don't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great
college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.
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IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?
It v the perfect time
Vuu rv a freshman, right' And you want
make college a real learning experience'
Well ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education A
dimension ot leadership and management training And that'll make ylHIl
degree worm more
ROTC oilers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer
For more information, contact vour
Professor otMilitary
Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
For further
information
contact Capt.
John Cogley,
Dept. of
Military
Science,
151 Memorial
Hall.
372-2476

Where —

Spirits & Edibles
ARE FOOD FOR THOUGHT!

SHRIMP & OYSTER
BAR

HappyHour
EVERY SAT.
4:00-7:00 P.M.

Welcome Back B.G.S.U.
MILTON'S
B.G. s 21 & Over Party Place!
ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY

Happy Hows
MON.-FRI.

4-7 P.M.
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National title still
eludes BG ruggers
by Roger Mauarella
spoils reporter

What can a team with 25 victories and only four defeats in one
season do for an encore?
For one thins, it could bring
home a national championship.
The Bowling Green rugby team
has flirted with greatness for the
past three years, but the national championship has stayed
a tantilizingly small step out of
the rugger's grasp.
The national crown is about
the only goal that has eluded the
Falcons. Over the past three
years the ruggers have racked
Xan impressive 142-19-9 record
Lie winning three straight
Mid-American Conference
championships. The Falcons finished their spring ranked fifth in
the nation after losing In the
Midwest regional to Miami, 11-7.
Though it schedules top class
opponents and runs both fall and
spring seasons, rugby at BG is
only a club sport ana as such it
offers a unique opportunity for a
lot of former high school athletes.
TO THE untrained eye, rugby
looks like soccer with tackling
and ball carrying. It combines
the elements football, soccer
and basketball.
"I suspect that there are a lot
of potential players that are
leary of trying the sport out
because they've never seen or
heard of rugby before," BG
coach Bill Cotton said. "Not one

of the current squad members
had ever seen the sport before
coming to BG."
The 25 victories last spring
marked the 33rd consecutive
winning season for the Falcons.
As good as the team was last
year, Cotton said this year's
squad may be better.
Gone are leading scorers John
Stefano and two-thirds of the
back row, but Cotton said BG
has always been noted for its
depth and the losses may not
even be felt.
ANCHORING THE front row
will be team captain Dave
Meyer at hooker and Don Lonsert and Kevin Hyland at prop.
Steuart Fish and Chuck Tunnacliffe will be called on for lineout
duty while junior Tom
Schloemer is the only one to
return in the back row. Battling
for the two remaining spots will
be Dave Schug, Kevin Koch and
John Sweede.
With the exception of Stefano
the backs return almost intact
Four were tapped for both all
Ohio and all-Midwest honors
scrum Bill Miller, fly half Scott
Huff, center Glen Schwab and
wing Dave Wilt. Also looking to
contribute are Fred Parshall,
Jeff Weemhoff and Gus Saponari.
The ruggers open their season
with an away match against
Sandusky on Sept. 8 and open at
home on Sept. 15 with Kent
State. Also on the schedule are
Miami, Michigan State and
Northwestern.
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HOLD IT!!
Flyhalf Scott

Huff tries to

breakaway

SHERRY POTTS. OONftA STECHSCULTE.
ANO OIANN SHELDRICK
(•II lormerly of First Edition)
now liking now appointments
li kMping all previously mad*
• ppl. now at H4IRWAVS' (Sid. Plaza)
UK E. Wooilar 352-2107

SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST LISTING EVERY OTHER TUESDAY.
SIGMA NU
SIGMA HU
SIGMA WJ

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
BG CHESS CLUB. MeeBnje Thura 6:30 p.m..
Commuter Center Bring set. board, and clock
I you have tnam For more kilo can 362-6307
or 352-2782

PERSONALS

B 1 L MUSK 206 N. Proapect Street
Acr oaa from the courthouse
Gutters, amps, and accessories
Open daly 10-5 30 Sat 9-5
10% oacount off any Item
wlthtmeeb
VISA and Mastercard accepted

from

Miami

scrumhalf J.R.

Hassett

in

one

of last season's games,

The Falcons

came up one game short of going to the national tournament at the end of the year.

KELLEY,
Get psyched lor a fantastic year I'm sure the
great times are stil yel to come. Thank you so
much lor getting me through an unusual summer' I LOVE YOU!
DAN

RUSHStOMANU

STARTING THURSDAY
Your chance to rush one of the beat
tratemttye on campus-Stoma Nul

WANTED
Need one person to share 2 bedroom apt Fafl
sem S675/sem ptua electric. Cal Joanne
(216)336-9273
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS. SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNAS P.O.
BOX 25791 CHICAGO IL 606250791

GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTORS (Assistant)
Part time help with gsfa classes or boy's
classes beginning levels Some training and
basic knowledge required (wil man). Days
needed: Mon. 1 Tun. 4-6 p.m.; Sal, 9:30
am 12 noon II available for one or a> ol the
times Haled, apply Good salary Studio located
In Genoa Cal 855-8444 or write Mr McGraw
Bo«114 Genoa. OH 43430

FOR RENT
On* bedroom apt. in oWer home. Very nice.
do— to part,. t21Q/mo 362-69tt2
Three (3) mete* to •hare home, turn
rend dryer Ce» T-734-3324

phis

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

MOBILE HOME Excatanl condition 2 bdrm..
Parkview-near BGSU Below $6,000 CM
Shirley Weinert 352-0556 or at Newlove 3526161.

Break dance teacher wanted CaJ VMENNE'SDANCE STUDIO In Custar. OH (16 men from
BG) 669-3723

Sola (good condmon).$50 Motorized tola
sleeper.$25. Head akla.$60. Ski boots, size
10.S2. Lazy boy rocker.$5 Pictures, miscelaneous CALL 287-4342

, Please ,
support the
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INVITES i
UPCOMING ATTRACTIONS

WecT. Sept. 5, 1984

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
Become involved in BGSU's
largest student organization
Join UAO
8:00pm
Grand Ball room,Union

CAMPUS FILMS
Thursday, Sept. 6

"The Maltese Falcon"
8:00pm Main Auditorium
FREE
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 7,8
"Vacation"
8:00pm, 10:00pm, Midnight
Main Auditorium
$1.50 w/ID

H
o ►%* (1984-1985)

FALL FEST

in conjunction with:
Theta Chi Ox Roast
Sigma Chi Derby Days
5 BANDS OUTDOORS
FOOD
BEER
SODA
GAMES
Sat, Sept. 22 - College Park
Noon - 7pm
WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR DETAILS

MMCOUfiSES
Register for non-credit
Courses such as:
Aerobics
Mixology
and MANY MORE
sign ups start
Wed. Sept. 3, UAO Office

SKI TRIP
STEAMBOAT COLORADO
Leaves B.G. Jan. 5, 1985
Returning B.G. Jan. 13, 1985
Trip includes:
•Lift Tickets (4/5 days)
•Luxury accomodations at
Timber Run Condominiums
•Round trip transportation
via Modern Motor Coaches
•Numerous FREE parties
•All taxes & tips
Sign up now in the UAO office
- 3rd Floor Union -

BGSU's Campus Calender Listing:
•all activities
•university deadlines
•athletic events 'phone numbers

Availiable in
University Bookstore
and
The Little Shop,

Iff

For more information stop in the UAO office (3rd floor Union) or call 372-2343

